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Preface
The document you are reading comprises the Norwegian Hydrogen Council's recommendations to the Norwegian
Government to take a more active part in developments in the world's energy challenges. This document explains why
Norway must grasp this opportunity to maintain its pioneering role in hydrogen technology.
The internationally leading automotive industry and a number of large European energy companies are now
communicating clearly that hydrogen will play a key role as a fuel for transport and as an energy storage medium for
a steadily increasing share of renewable energy sources in stationary power production.
In the fall of 2005, the Ministry of Petroleum and Energy and Ministry of Transport and Communications established the Hydrogen Council, as the authorities’ advisory committee for hydrogen related matters. In December 2006,
the Hydrogen Council issued an Action Plan for the period 2007–2010 in accordance with its mandate.
It is encouraging to see that some of the recommendations given in the first Action Plan have been implemented,
such as equal incentives for fuel cell- and battery-electric vehicles. Furthermore, the recommendation of establishing
Transnova was realized in 2008 through the Climate Agreement (Klimaforliket). This has led to significantly increased
public funding to alternative fuels and more efficient propulsion technologies, including hydrogen and fuel cells.
Substantial public support has also been granted to the demonstration of fuel cells in ships, in accordance with the
Hydrogen Council's recommendations.
The global and national landscape has changed significantly since 2006, both in political and the industrial
engagement. While the awareness of the key role of hydrogen has increased in Europe and in Japan, we experience
decreased political support in the US. Concurrently, we have witnessed a significant technological development in
numerous hydrogen technologies, in which R&D is supplied with demonstration projects, and the degree of commercialization is increasing.
While Norwegian energy companies have reduced their engagement in hydrogen over the last five years, industrial
activities internationally in North America, Asia and Europe are still increasing. This is surprising given that most other
countries are more heavily affected by the financial crisis than Norway. One explanation is the ambitious goals set in
the EU – both with regard to reduced emissions from transportation and increased utilization of renewable energy,
which require large scale energy storage and power balancing. In Germany the competitiveness of the national automotive industry is also an important driver.
Norway has renowned expertise and thus the potential to become a central supplier of hydrogen technology to
the international market. In addition, Norway is in the unique situation that its vast, renewable energy resources that
are so far not utilized and its substantial reserves of natural gas, can make it a large-scale exporter of hydrogen to the
international fuels market, and thereby maintain our position as an energy nation.
By maintaining its pioneering role in hydrogen, Norway can take part in the value creation and simultaneously
contribute to more efficient and environmentally friendly use of energy. By preserving the strong tax incentives which
are in place for zero emission vehicles, these vehicles will become competitive with fossil alternatives in Norway many
years earlier than in other countries. A concerted action in close cooperation between industry, the authorities and
R&D-institutions is however necessary in order for Norway to maintain its global leadership in this field. Stimulus
directed to the industry through adapting and strengthening the national framework is a key to succeed.
A systematic assessment and implementation of the recommendations given in this document is needed for
Norway's hydrogen initiative to be successful. This will also be crucial for realizing a sustainable energy system
for the future and for Norway to retain its position as an energy nation.

The market for hydrogen and hydrogen technology is being established now, and Norway has the
prerequisites and opportunities to foster value creation in this area. Norwegian authorities should
ensure that Norway maintains its pioneering role, and sets the pace as a global leader in hydrogen!

Trondheim, 29 October, 2012
On behalf of the Norwegian Hydrogen Council

Steffen Møller-Holst
Chairman
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Executive Summary
International leading automotive companies and European energy companies have agreed that hydrogen will
play a key role both as a fuel for transport as well as an
energy storage medium for a steadily increasing share of
renewable energy sources.
Fuel cell and hydrogen technologies are already
competitive in some niche markets and Norwegian
actors are in a position to take a share of the market. Car
manufacturers have reaffirmed their decision to launch
fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEVs) on the market from
2015. There are already Norwegian companies supplying components for FCEVs, and many academic groups
in Norway have the required expertise to provide opportunities for the establishment of industry in this field.
The Norwegian Hydrogen Council has identified three
main areas where Norway can play a central role:
›› Supplier of technology to the growing market for
hydrogen technologies.
›› Early market for FCEVs based on the world's most
effective incentives.
›› Exporter of hydrogen in a 2020–2030 perspective.
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The driving forces for the introduction of hydrogen in the
energy system vary considerably – from global energyand climate challenges, resource scarcity, to local air pollution. According to IEA's Blue Map Scenario it is vital to
implement hydrogen as a fuel in the transport sector so
that the IPPC's 2o-goal can be reached. The EU Commission's roadmap for achieving a CO2 -reduction of 80% by
2050 compared to 1990-levels also concludes that the
introduction of battery-electric vehicles (BEVs) and FCEVs
will be critical in reaching these emission targets. As a
large exporter of fossil fuels over four decades, Norway
bears a collective responsibility for the introduction of
new, environmentally friendly energy technologies. The
production and export of sustainable hydrogen can be
one of Norway's contributions in reducing emissions far
beyond the country's borders. In addition to revenues
from exports, there is also a significant potential for
technology- and business development, given the solid
basis found in energy- and process technology.
Norwegian taxation policies which favor zero emission vehicles (ZEV) and the high share of renewable
energy in domestic electricity production are the main
reasons for the car manufacturers’ interest in delivering FCEVs to Norway. This may result in a significantly
larger share of FCEVs, and thereby reduce emissions

from transportation earlier in Norway than in most other
countries. This is why the Hydrogen Council recommends
that Norway is to have the ambition to lead the way
internationally by the introduction of low and zero emission vehicles (including battery- plugin- and hydrogen
electric vehicles) as well as for the establishment of an
associated charging and refueling infrastructure.
Within stationary energy sector there are also
application areas for hydrogen technology. Especially
interesting for Norway is hydrogen production from
excess renewable energy (wind) and power plants
which include CO2 capture and storage, and the use of
hydrogen and fuel cells in energy systems for remote
communities without any grid connection or limitations
in transmission capacity.
Over the years Norway has established a pioneering
position in the development and use of hydrogen technology. The Hydrogen Council recommends that Norway
active steps to maintain this role, supported by the
following overall vision for our national hydrogen efforts:
“Norway – pioneering sustainable hydrogen”
thereby securing national value creation, both as a
supplier of technology, and as an exporter of energy and
hydrogen.
The Norwegian Hydrogen Council's Key
Recommendations for the period 2012–2015 are to:
›› Establish incentives to realize the
operation of hydrogen refueling stations
›› Maintain and strengthen incentives for efficient
introduction of zero emission vehicles
›› Strengthen Transnova
›› Increase support to transport research
by expanding the mandate of Energi21
›› Involve Norwegian industry in the growing
hydrogen technology market
›› Finance national light house projects
in hydrogen technology
›› Assess the potential for large-scale export of
sustainable hydrogen from Norway
›› Set requirements for the share of zero emission
vehicles in public procurements of vehicles and
transport services
These key recommendations are elaborated upon
on pages 10 and 11.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

State of the art for hydrogen-powered fuel cell electric vehicles
The hydrogen vehicles that currently are being demonstrated utilize fuel cell technology to convert
hydrogen to electricity, and offer equivalent functionality as conventional diesel- or petrol-powered
vehicles. Comfort and acceleration for the fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEV) exceeds that of conventional vehicles with internal combustion engines (ICE). Sub-zero operation has been demonstrated for
FCEV to below -25oC, refueling time has been reduced to less than 4 minutes and hydrogen is stored
at 700 bar pressure in composite tanks giving a range of 400–500 km. The fuel cell electric propulsion system may be fitted under the hood, or partly embedded in the floor of the vehicle whereas the
storage tanks are typically located below the rear seats. Today's fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEV) are
still somewhat heavier than the comparable ICE-vehicle, but already in next generation FCEVs the
weight and volume of the propulsion system will be close to that of a conventional ICEV. The lifetime
of the fuel cells is close to 10 years for a typical annual mileage of 15 000 km. The hydrogen vehicles
have demonstrated excellent operability under cold Norwegian climate, and given that the fuel cells
produce some heat (at 70–85oC) they do not suffer from the same reduction in mileage as the battery
electric vehicles during cold days. The current level and expectations for energy consumption and
range is summarized in the table below:

Hydrogen consumption (kg H2 per 100km)
Petrol equivalents (litres/100 km)
Range (per refuelling)

2010

2015

20351

1

0.8

0.6

3.8

3.0

2.3

400–500

500–800

800–1000

11

fuel cell
electric motor

Characteristics Mercedes-Benz Daimler
B-Class F-CELL:
›› ➢ Medium sized family car
›› ➢ Close to noiseless drive
›› ➢ High comfort (air conditioning etc.)
›› ➢ Range 386 km
›› ➢ Refuelling in 3 minutes

hydrogen storage tanks

Hydrogen-powered fuel cell cars have an electric motor, like battery electric vehicles. However, the electricity is
provided on demand by the fuel cell (embedded in the floor) which is powered by hydrogen stored in the fuel tanks
located under the rear seats.

1.

On the Road in 2035, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, p.33
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Key Recommendations from the Norwegian
Hydrogen Council for the period 2012–2015
The Norwegian Hydrogen Council has specified its strategic recommendations in a number of actions, activities
and measures which will contribute to strengthening
and stimulating Norwegian research and industry. These
will also help to develop more effective instruments and
a more predictable framework for Norwegian energyand environmental policies. These actions, activities
and measures are described in more detail in Chapter 9.
In this summary the Hydrogen Council emphasizes the
most important recommendations for hydrogen initiatives in Norway in the coming years:
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››

Establish incentives to realize the
operation of hydrogen refueling stations
The Hydrogen Council recommends the development
and implementation of new and predictable frameworks/incentives which will facilitate the operation
of hydrogen refueling stations (HRSs) until these are
commercially viable. Examples are green certificates
for zero emission fuels, direct support for the operation
of HRSs, concessions, “feed-in” tariffs for the sale of
hydrogen, or demands for the fuel providers.

››

Maintain and strengthen incentives for efficient
introduction of zero emission vehicles
The Hydrogen Council recommends that the incentives which exist for zero emission vehicles are kept
unchanged until there are 50 000 battery-electric
and 50 000 fuel cell electric vehicles in Norway1, or
until these vehicles are commercially competitive with
other propulsion technologies. Leasing represents an
adequate way for early vehicle deployment. Today's
incentives should be complemented by the introduction of VAT exemption for the leasing of such vehicles
thereby giving leasing and purchase equal status.

››

1
2

Strengthen Transnova
The Hydrogen Council recommends that the budget
of Transnova is increased in steps to the same level
as Enova2. This could be financed through a gradual
increase in the fuel tax. Transnova should be responsible for the following tasks:
• Establish a national plan for energy- and fuel
distribution for future vehicles.
• Support planning, construction and operation
of hydrogen refueling stations until they are
commercially viable.
• Inform about and coordinate purchases of fuel cell
electric vehicles (FCEVs)

There are totally approximately 2.400.000 passenger vehicles in Norway.
Enova SF was established in 2001 in order to promote the conversion to more environmentally friendly consumption and generation of energy in Norway. The annual
budget of Enova is currently around EUR 250 Million, while for Transnova it is EUR 9
Million.

• Support the purchase of the first FCEVs.
• Strengthen efforts for the utilization of hydrogen
as fuel for urban transport/fleets.

››

Increase support to transport research
by expanding the mandate of Energi21
The Hydrogen Council recommends strengthening
the development of areas in sustainable transport
solutions where Norwegian research institutions and
industry have especially good prerequisites for contributing to product development and national value
creation. The use of various sources of energy in both
the transportation and stationary energy sector is
becoming more noticeable. The Hydrogen Council
thus recommends that the mandate of Energi213
is expanded to also include energy for transportation,
since biomass and electricity will be utilized directly,
or as a source for the production of environmentally
friendly fuels in the near future. Furthermore the
Hydrogen Council recommends that the transport
related R&D activities in the ENERGIX-program are
strengthened through increased allocations of funds
to the Research Council of Norway.

››

Involve Norwegian industry in the growing
hydrogen technology market
Today Norwegian actors only have a small share of
what is delivered to the total market for hydrogen
technology. The Hydrogen Council recommends that
a series of regional workshops with focus on business
development in hydrogen technology are arranged.
These are to be specifically directed toward smalland medium-sized enterprises. The Hydrogen Council
furthermore recommends that Innovation Norway
identifies and follows up the Innovation Projects for
the Industrial Sector (IPNs) in the Research Council's
of Norway's portfolio of hydrogen projects to foster
business development.

››

Finance national light house projects
in hydrogen technology
Within certain technology areas Norwegian actors
have the prerequisites and expertise to open the way
for light-house projects (LHPs), which will lead to
increased visibility as well as technology and business developments. Such projects require a broad
consortium with a strong basis in industry to succeed
and be of a large enough scale to attract attention
in Norway and also internationally. A continuation

3

Energi21, Norway's national strategy for the energy sector, sets out the desired
course for research, development and demonstration of new technology for the 21st
century, see www.energi21.no for more information.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Hydrogen Councils' most important recommendation for the time frame 2012-2015 is to establish incentives securing operation of the existing
hydrogen refueling stations (HRS). Here the Mayor of the City of Oslo, Fabian Stang and President (CEO) SINTEF, Unni M. Steinsmo during the inauguration of the HRS at SINTEF's premises at Gaustad ultimo November 2011 as part of the FCH-JU-supported H2movesScandinacia-project
(www.h2moves.eu ). This is the fifth HRS in the HyNor-network (www.hynor.no). Photo: Jöran Fagerlund, H2movesScandinavia.

of the Miljøteknologiordningen4 could be a suitable
instrument for financing such projects. Examples of
relevant projects are: hydrogen production in relation
to Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS), grid balancing with electrolysis and fuel cells, use of fuel cells
in ships and for onshore power supply, transport
solutions at airports, and hydrogen and fuel cells
for energy systems in remote areas with weak or no
grid connection. The Hydrogen Council recommends
that potential LHPs are evaluated and that financial
support is set aside for two such projects by the end
of 2014.

››

4

Assess the potential for large-scale export of
sustainable hydrogen from Norway
Following decades of massive export of fossil energy
sources, Norway has a collective responsibility to
contribute to more environmentally friendly production and utilization of energy. Production and export
of sustainable hydrogen can be Norway's contribu-

Miljøteknologiordningen is one of Innovation Norway's support tools for demonstration and pilot projects.

tion for emission reductions far beyond its borders,
and simultaneously contribute to strengthen the
competitiveness of Norwegian industry. The Hydrogen Council recommends that an Official Norwegian
Report (NOU) is compiled in order to evaluate the
potential for large-scale export of sustainable hydrogen based on Norwegian energy resources.

››

Set requirements for the share of zero emission
vehicles in public procurements of vehicles and
transport services
Vehicle fleets can be a natural first step for the
introduction of hydrogen as fuel, since the use in
such vehicles will lead to a higher and more predictable utilization of the hydrogen infrastructure. The
Hydrogen Council recommends that requirements
for the share of zero emission vehicles (ZEVs) are set
for state, regional and municipal procurements of
vehicles and transport services in order to facilitate
and accelerate the introduction of ZEVs.
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1. The market for hydrogen is being established
– Norway has a lot to gain by maintaining its pioneering role
The international leaders in the automotive industry
like the main European energy companies agree that
hydrogen will play a key role as a fuel for transportation
and as an energy storage medium for a steadily increasing share of renewable energy sources. Fuel cell and
hydrogen technologies are already competitive in some
niche markets and Norwegian actors are in a position
to take market shares as this market matures. Due to its
rich natural resources and expertise Norway has had a
pioneering role in these developments and has a lot to
gain from maintaining this role.

1.1. Hydrogen as fuel

16

In September 2009, the world's largest car manufacturers5 signed a declaration that they will launch hydrogen
powered Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles (FCEVs) on the
market in 2015. Concurrently, leading European energy
companies plan to build 1000 hydrogen refueling stations in Germany by 2020.
German authorities are directly involved in hydrogen
efforts as they have initiated a ten-year national program
for hydrogen technology, administrated by NOW6, with a
total budget of EUR 1.4 billion (see description page 23).
In the fall of 2010, a European industry led analysis was published that focused on the introduction of
environmentally friendly vehicles and the establishment
of the required refueling and recharging infrastructures
toward 2050. The analysis was based on the prerequisite of reducing CO2 emissions from transport by 95% in
order to achieve an overall reduction of 80% by 2050.
It was concluded from this analysis that this can only be

achieved by implementing a broad portfolio of different
drive trains and fuels.
The analysis7 was done by McKinsey & Company
based on confidential information from eleven European,
American and Asian car manufacturers, six European
energy companies and ten suppliers to the car- and
energy sector.
The analysis emphasizes that the different drive trains
will play complementary roles:
›› Battery electric vehicles are ideal as small vehicles
and for short distances
›› Fuel cell electric vehicles are ideal for medium to
large sized vehicles and for longer distances
›› Plug-in-hybrids can reduce CO2 emissions
significantly compared to conventional vehicles with
internal combustion engines on short distances or by
using bio fuels.
Half of the vehicles in Europe are classified as medium
to large sized. These have more than the average
annual mileage, and account for 75% of the overall CO2
emissions from the transport sector. Thus, “FCEVs are
therefore an attractive abatement option for a large
proportion of the car fleet”, the analysis concludes.
Small vehicles with short annual mileages, which
can easily be replaced by battery electric vehicles (BEVs)
comprise 13% of Europe's total vehicle fleet but only
account for 5% of the CO2 emissions originating from the
transport sector. Last but not least, the analysis found
that the establishment of a hydrogen refueling infrastructure is not more costly than the establishment of a charging infrastructure for BEVs and plug-in electric vehicles

“Costs for a hydrogen infrastructure are approximately
5% of the overall cost of FCEVs”
The Coalition Report 7

5

6

Daimler, Ford, General Motors/Opel, Honda, Hyundai, Kia, Renault,
Nissan and Toyota
Nationale Organization Wasserstoff, http://www.now-gmbh.de/

7

A Portfolio of Powertrains for Europe: A Fact Based Analysis,
http://www.zeroemissionvehicles.eu
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(PHEVs). Calculations show that the cost of hydrogen
distribution and a dealer network will cost between EUR
1000 to 2000 per vehicle, when implemented on a large
scale. Infrastructure costs for hydrogen accounts for only
five percent of the total cost of the FCEVs. In comparison,
the costs of charging stations for BEVs and PHEVs range
between EUR 1500 and 2500 per vehicle, when local
upgrading of the power grid is not included.
In the spring 2011, the European Commission published a roadmap about how to achieve 80% reduction
in CO2 emissions by 20508. The roadmap outlines a 60%
reduction in CO2 emissions from the transport sector,
and a correspondingly higher reduction of CO2 emissions in all other sectors, including a 100% reduction
of CO2 emissions in stationary power generation. In the
EU's White Paper on Transport9 which was released in
fall 2011, the goals in transportation are described in
more detail, and in 2012 a report on the implementation of the strategy will be launched. In this report it is
assumed that the emission reductions will be achieved
by introducing several measures, similar to those in the
analysis described above. Aircraft, heavy duty transport
and maritime applications will presumably have 40%
coverage of biofuels by 2050, and the proportion of
biofuels in the passenger transport sector will constitute
between 15 and 25%. The remaining emission reductions in the transportation sector are expected to be
achieved through increased efficiency, hybridization and
electrification (BEVs and FCEVs).
The overall conclusion is that a high share of CO2
emission reductions must be taken in the transportation
sector in the coming years. The transition toward electricity production based on increasing shares of renew-

able energy sources will pave the way for a significant
increase in the number of BEVs and FCEVs, which will
play a key role in achieving emissions targets.

1.2. Hydrogen as an energy storage medium
The need for energy storage capacity increases as electricity generation from intermittent, renewable energy
sources rises. In particular, the German and Danish
authorities are engaged in hydrogen production associated with peak wind power production. Hydrogen's role as
an energy storage medium is now also being assessed by
the International Energy Agency and the EU10.
There are numerous opportunities to store energy
from periods where there is surplus energy to periods
when the demand exceeds the supply. Among the various storage options hydrogen is superior in terms of
volume, when large amounts of energy are to be stored
for weeks and months.
In October 2011, a demonstration project was initiated in Prenzlau, Germany11. The project is a result of
collaboration between Vattenfall, Enertrag, Total and
Deutsche Bahn. The goal is to maximize the energy
efficiency of a wind farm by producing hydrogen via
electrolysis12 and then use it as fuel for transportation or
electricity production through upgrading biogas, which
is used for power and heat generation.
Auto manufacturers also want more focus on hydrogen as an energy storage medium (production from solar
and wind power) as this creates a common, larger market
for hydrogen as a commodity and synergies between the
transportation and the stationary energy sectors.

In the pre-commercial phase the auto manufacturers
cooperate on introduction of hydrogen vehicles. During the
opening of the hydrogen refueling station at Gaustad in
November 2011, Sae Hoon Kim, Hyundai-Kia (left) Katsuhiko
Hirose (Toyota) and Peter Fröschle (Daimler). Photo: Jöran
Fagerlund, H2movesScandinavia.

8
9

http://ec.europa.eu/clima/policies/roadmap/index_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/transport/strategies/2011_white_paper_en.htm

10
11

12

Fuel Cells and Hydrogen Joint Undertaking's call for proposals in 2011, www.fch-ju.eu
http://fuelcellsworks.com/news/2011/11/04/hydrogen-hybrid-power-station-inprenzlau-is-starting-up-operations/
Electrolyser characteristics: 500 kW (120 Nm3/h) capacity
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1.3. Early markets for hydrogen technology
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The cost of fuel cells has now fallen to a level where the
technology is competitive in some niche markets even
in low production volumes. These include power for
critical applications (such as hospitals, server farms),
backup power for telecommunications, and as replacements for batteries, LPG or diesel in forklifts. Since 2010,
according to the U.S. Department of Energy13, fuel cells
for use in passenger vehicles are competitive to internal
combustion engines if the production volume is half a
million units per year or more.
Car manufacturers have declared that they will
launch their fuel cell cars on the market from 2015.
Leading up to this market introduction, the need for
components to the hydrogen industry will grow rapidly,
and Toyota, Hyundai-Kia and Daimler, which all have
good relations with Norway, have made it clear that
numerous suppliers of components to the future
hydrogen cars will have to be in place for the industry
to succeed on the market. In Norway, there are already
companies like Kongsberg Automotive and Hexagon
Raufoss, which supply components to FCEVs.
Norway also has industrial actors that can deliver
products to the emerging market in hydrogen production
and storage. Last but not least, Norwegian R&D institutions possess high level of critical expertise in a number
of areas which with strengthened national incentives
could form the basis for the establishment of new industries in this area.

1.4. Norway's role in international
developments
The Hydrogen Council has identified the following three
main areas where Norway can play a key role in an
international context:
›› Technology supplier
›› Early market for hydrogen vehicles
›› Exporter of hydrogen
These are discussed in subsequent sections.
Technology supplier
As a result of policy decisions and incentives several
countries have succeeded in stimulating national industry to become suppliers of technology to international
markets. For example, Finland grew rapidly to become
a world leader in telecommunications as a supplier of
cellular phones and the wind power industry in Denmark
now employs 30 000 people. In comparison Norway
employs 60 000 in the oil and gas industry14. Similar
significant opportunities are now arising in hydrogen
technology, and Norway can stimulate existing industrial
enterprises and start-ups to attain a strong international
position in the hydrogen market as Norway did during
the late 1960s in the oil and gas industry. The potential
for value creation is described in detail in Chapter 4.
Early market for hydrogen vehicles
Norway's and Denmark's high level of taxation on
passenger vehicles provide an extra degree of freedom
when it comes to the early introduction of environmentally friendly vehicles. In order to represent a market of
a certain size; cooperation across national boundaries
is important in the pre-commercial phase. The Korean

Figure 1: Signing of a Memorandum of Understanding in Seoul, Korea in January 2011, between
representatives for the Scandinavian Hydrogen Highway Partnership, Iceland and Hyundai-Kia Motors.

13

Dr. Sunita Satyapal, Program Manager, U.S. DoE, Fuel Cell Technologies Program,
Brussel, November 2010

14

Statistics Norway, http://www.ssb.no/emner/06/01/rapp_201055/rapp_201055.pdf
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automaker Hyundai-Kia has shown great interest in the
Nordic markets and in January 2011 signed a memorandum of understanding with the Scandinavian Hydrogen
Highway Partnership15 and Iceland to prepare for the
delivery of FCEVs to the Nordic countries. This initiative
was followed up in October 2012 when the same Nordic
group of stakeholders, along with national infrastructure companies signed an MoU together with Hyundai,
Toyota, Nissan and Honda, reaffirming the dedication
from both sides toward introducing hydrogen for transport in the Nordic countries.
Norwegian taxation policy on zero-emission vehicles
(ZEVs) is among the drivers for the car manufacturers´
interest in delivering their first series of FCEVs to Norway.
Thus, Norway may reach a significantly greater
proportion of hydrogen vehicles on the roads and reduce
emissions from the transportation sector earlier than
most other countries. A number of the recommendations
provided in this national action plan are given to secure
Norway's access to hydrogen cars, which in addition to
emission reductions, will increase the national expertise
in this area and foster the establishment of new businesses in Norway.
Exporter of hydrogen
Based on Norway's vast energy resources, both fossil
and renewable, various options for large-scale export
of energy to Europe were evaluated in a 2020 to 2030
perspective in the NorWays project16. In the study the
energy is delivered to Hamburg in the form of hydrogen
fuel for the European transport sector. Energy resources
assessed in the study include natural gas from northern
and southern Norway as well as on-shore wind power
from Finnmark (the northernmost county in Norway)
and off-shore wind from the North Sea. The conversion

to hydrogen, both in Norway and Germany is included in
the study, and storage of CO2 is considered possible both
on the Norwegian continental shelf and in Germany.
Transportation options considered include pipelines,
liquefied hydrogen on ships and high-voltage direct
current cables.
Eight different energy chains were assessed in a
cradle-to-grave perspective with respect to cost, efficiency, greenhouse gas emissions and other environmental aspects, and access to national expertise in R&D
groups and among industry players.
From an economic and energy efficiency perspective
the export of hydrogen in pipelines and in liquid form on
ships are the most attractive options compared to existing alternatives in the form of natural gas pipelines and
electric cables. Domestic processing of national energy
resources utilizing national competence will increase
national value creation.
The main conclusion from the study is that hydrogen based on the Norwegian energy resources may be
exported to Europe at a competitive cost compared with
today's conventional fuels in 2020–2030 perspective.

NorWays
NorWay
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Core Message and Execu�ve Summary
May 2009

Photo: Norsk Hydro / StatoilHydro

Photo: Roar Linde�eld / StatoilHydro

Recommenda�ons to the Norwegian
Government for the implementa�on of
hydrogen as transporta�on fuel in Norway

Figure 1: The NorWays-study
provides recommendations
to Norwegian authorities, on
e.g., hydrogen export16.

“Hydrogen based on Norwegian energy resources (natural gas and
wind power) may be delivered as fuel to the European transportation
sector at a competitive cost in a 2020–2030 time perspective”


15

16

The NorWays-study

Scandinavian Hydrogen Highway Partnership is a collaboration between HyNor
(Norway), Hydrogen Sweden and Hydrogen Link (Denmark).
Stiller et al. Options for CO2-lean hydrogen export from Norway to Germany, Energy
33 (2008) 1623–1633
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2. Why hydrogen?
– International driving forces and national obligations
There are numerous international driving forces for the
introduction of hydrogen in the energy system. These
range from global environmental issues and the security
of supply, to local air pollution. This chapter deals with
these aspects, and concludes with Norway's obligations
from an international perspective.

sector so that the IPCC 2o-goal can be achieved. It is
further assumed that hydrogen powered vehicles will be
commercially available in 2020, and from 2030 FCEVs
and BEVs will take an increasing share of the passenger
vehicle market. From 2040 onwards FCEVs and BEVs
will make up most of the fleet20.

2.1. Climate change

2.2. Security of supply and
resource scarcity

The world is currently facing one of the greatest challenges ever: to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
sufficiently to limit global warming. In September 2009,
both the EU and the G817 leaders agreed that CO2 emissions must be cut by 80% by 2050 in order for global
warming to be less than 2oC, as recommended by the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). This
means in practice that there is to be an overall reduction
of CO2 emissions from electricity production, transport
and buildings of 90–95%18. In order to achieve this,
major changes must be undertaken in the world's energy
system which require the development and deployment
of new energy technologies.
The International Energy Agency (IEA) characterizes
the required changes as an energy revolution, and points
out in their analyses that a number of new technologies
must be introduced by 2050 so that the 2oC target can be
reached. Part of the emission reductions can be realized
through increased energy efficiency, but that is not enough
by itself. Moreover, the energy technologies that are developed must be implemented and used in global markets.
The message from the IEA is that there is no single solution
to meet the targets and that R&D and implementation
must take place within a broad portfolio of technologies.
According to the IEA's Blue Map scenario19, hydrogen
must be implemented as a fuel in the transportation
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In the United States and EU increased utilization of
domestic energy resources like coal, nuclear, and local
renewable energy sources is a major objective. This is
due to security of supply concerns as oil and gas are
typically imported from politically unstable areas.
In Japan, scarcity of energy resources is the main
driving factor for change. After the nuclear accident
in Fukushima in spring 2011, renewable energy has
attained increased attention. In 2009, Japan imported
84% of the energy that is used domestically21, and is
thus in many ways in a diametrically opposed situation
to Norway, where the energy production is 6–7 times
greater than the domestic energy consumption.
In Norway, neither security of supply nor resource
scarcity is a strong enough driving force to change the
energy system, but in the longer term it will be necessary to replace the large exports of oil and gas if Norway wants to maintain its position as an energy nation.
Norway's oil production reached its peak in year
2000, and production has since declined significantly
(see Figure 2). Natural gas production is still increasing,
and makes up partly for the decline in oil production22.
Large oil discoveries in the North Sea in fall 2011 such as
the Johan Sverdrup field are expected to slow down the
falling trend for a period of time.
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Figure 2: Norway's annual oil production in million normal
cubic meters (mill m3/year) from 1970 to 2011. Source: Oljedirektoratet, http://www.ndp.no/, graphics by LBST.
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G8 (the Group of Eight) is a coalition of eight leading global industrial nations – France,
Japan, Germany, Great Britain, USA, Italy, Canada, and Russia.
McKinsey Global GHG Abatement Cost Curve; International Energy Agency World Energy
Outlook 2009; US Environmental Protection Agency; European Environment Agency (EEA)
As opposed to the Baseline scenario based on numbers from the World Energy Outlook
2009, where one assumes that governments do not introduce new energy- and climatepolitical measures, the Blue Map scenario aims at reducing the global CO2 emissions by
50% toward 2050 (compared to 2005-levels).
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IEA Energy Technology Perspective report 2010, p. 276
http://www.eia.doe.gov/cabs/Japan/pdf.pdf
http://www.ssb.no/ogprodre/arkiv/art-2010-03-04-01.html
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2.3. Local and regional environmental
challenges
Severe local pollution in the large cities of California gave
rise to the Zero Emission Vehicles (ZEV) initiative in 1990.
Emissions from the transportation sector that cause
direct environmental and health hazards include CO,
NOx, SOx, particulates from combustion, and road dust.
This has also become a problem in some cities in Norway
in recent years, primarily due to the increasing share
of diesel cars. Measurements have shown that diesel
vehicles emit up to 20–40 times more NOx than gasoline
vehicles for urban drive cycles23. These emissions are
further increasing during cold winter conditions, and on
particular days have reached levels that are defined as
hazardous. Emissions from ferries and cruise ships are
also locally high in the harbors of most Norwegian cities
along the coast and in the fjords in the tourist season.
When searching for alternative transportation solutions
for these urban and coastal areas, emissions of the
abovementioned gases must be taken into account.

2.4. Norway's obligations and
collective responsibility
Norway's climate commitments linked to the Kyoto Protocol allow for an increase in domestic CO2 emissions by
1% by the end of the Kyoto period 2008–12 compared to
1990. Norwegian authorities have, however, set a target
for Norway to reduce the emissions by 10% (from +1% to
-9%), which was reflected in the national budget for 2011,
where quotas corresponding to 15–20 million tonnes of
CO2 in the period 2008–2012 were bought24 . Through
the climate agreement which the Parliamentary majority
signed in 2008, the target for emission reduction was set

to 15–17 million tonnes of CO2 equivalents by 2020.
Furthermore it was decided that Norway will take
measures to become carbon neutral by 2030, partly
through the purchase of international climate quotas.
The government further stated that by 2020 about 2/3
of emission reductions will be taken domestically25.
Norwegian CO2 emissions related to the oil and gas
industry and road traffic have increased by 30% since
1990. Meanwhile, emissions of CH4, N2O and other GHGs
have decreased, and converted to CO2 equivalents the
total rise in Norwegian GHG emissions since 1990 is
8%26. It is thus clear that Norway will be unable to meet
its Kyoto commitments by the end of 2012. Furthermore,
the ambitious targets for 2020 will only be reached if
very effective political measures are implemented.
Norway is currently the world's 8th largest oil
exporter and the 2nd largest exporter of natural
gas27. If we take into account the emissions created
when these fossil fuels are combusted in the recipient
countries, the CO2 emissions related to Norwegian
exports correspond to about 500 million tonnes per
year, equivalent to approximately 1.5% of the world's
emissions in 201028. With a global population of about
7 billion people, this is equivalent to emissions from
about 100 million people, or 20 times the population
of Norway. Emissions from the exploitation of Norwegian oil and gas are however accounted for in the
recipient countries. Over the years 1976–2010, Norway
has had revenues from oil and gas exports totaling
about EUR 800 billion29. Whether the responsibility for
the resulting emissions rests on the buyer or seller of
fossil fuels is debated in various forums. The Hydrogen
Council's members are of the opinion that Norway has
a collective responsibility to contribute internationally
to reduce CO2 emissions far beyond what our domestic
CO2 emissions corresponds to.

CO2 emissions originating from Norway
Tonnes CO2
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Total CO2 emissions from burning oil
and gas produced in Norway
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National CO2 emissions
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Figure 3: CO2-emissions from burning fossil fuels produced on the Norwegian
shelf (left), compared with Norway's national CO2-emissions (middle) and
CO2-emissions from stationary power production (right).
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The Institute of Transport Economics - Report 1168/2011, NO2-utslipp fra kjøretøyparken i norske storbyer
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http://www.statsbudsjettet.dep.no/Statsbudsjettet-2011/Statsbudsjettet-fra-A-til-A/
Kyoto-forpliktelsen
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http://www.regjeringen.no/Upload/MD/Vedlegg/Klima/avtale_klimameldingen.pdf
http://www.ssb.no/emner/01/04/10/klimagassn/
IEA Key World Energy Statistics 2011. Numbers for 2009 are for oil and 2010 for
natural gas.
http:// cdiac.ornl.gov/trends/emis/prelim_2009_2010_estimates.html
http://www.ssb.no/muh/tab22.html
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3. The fundament for a new, national hydrogen vision
– Strategic guidelines and ambitions 2012–2015
3.1. Hydrogen in Norway – background

22

In 2004, the Hydrogen Committee30, also known as the
Aam-committee, presented three main arguments for
pursuing a Norwegian hydrogen initiative: Norway's
large natural gas resources, the environmental aspects,
and the potential for national industrial development.
The government's response to the Committee's report
was summarized through the Strategy, a document
issued by the Ministry of Petroleum and Energy and the
Ministry of Transport and Communications31.
The Hydrogen Council's first action plan32, launched
in December 2006, was primarily an operationalization
of the Aam-committee's recommendations in terms of
specific actions, activities and measures. An overview of
the Hydrogen Council's mandate and a list of its current
members are given in Appendix 2.
A number of key documents and political processes
since 2006 have shifted the national focus on hydrogen
towards a higher political awareness. Those which have
had and will have the greatest influence are Energi21,
Soria Moria II, Klimakur2020 and the recently established Energy Committee (Energiutvalget). These will
now be discussed:
energy21
Energi21 was established by the Ministry of Petroleum
and Energy in 2008 with the objective to develop
and implement a national strategy for research and
development in the energy sector. The mandate has
been limited to stationary production and consumption
of energy including CO2 capture. The board of Energi21
acknowledges that the mandate is somewhat limited,
given that the use of electricity and biomass as fuel is
increasing, and thus is becoming an integral part of
the energy system as a whole. Energi21 recommends

that the energy sector including energy for transport is
considered in future strategies.
This is in line with the recommendation that the
Hydrogen Council has provided to Energi21, in which the
Council stressed that both the stationary energy sector
and transportation must be seen as integral parts of
the energy system, especially considering the increase
in electrification (direct use for charging batteries or
through electrolytic hydrogen production) and increased
use of biofuels.
soria moria ii
In the inaugural address of the current government (Soria
Moria II) it is stated that: “The Government will reduce
greenhouse emissions and increase the resource efficiency within the transportation sector. The government's
transportation policy shall contribute to achieving the
goals of the climate policy. (...) Norway shall be a leader
in adopting environmental technologies and renewable
energy in the transportation sector.” Furthermore, “the
government shall by 2013 adopt an action plan for faster
introduction of low and zero emission vehicles. The
Hydrogen Council is looking forward to seeing the ambitions of the Soria Moria II declaration followed up with
concrete actions and effective measures that also include
implementation of hydrogen-powered vehicles.”
klimakur2020
On behalf of the Ministry of Environment the Climate
and Pollution Agency has cooperated with the Norwegian Water Resources and Energy Directorate (NVE),
Statistics Norway, the Norwegian Public Roads Administration and the Norwegian Petroleum Directorate to prepare a list of specific measures to reduce domestic CO2
emissions in Norway by 2020 and produced an analysis
of how to implement the measures. The work was

“In a long term perspective, there is potential for value creation
related to exploitation of Norwegian competence and expertise
in (…), fuel cells and hydrogen production” 	


30
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The Hydrogen Committee, headed by Sverre Aam was appointed by Royal resolution of June 20th
2003 (by Ministries of Petroleum & Energy and Transport & Communications) and delivered their
report on 1 June 2004, NOU 2004:11, with the title: Hydrogen as the future energy carrier (ISBN 82583-0777-0).
http://odin.dep.no/odinarkiv/norsk/bondevikII/sd/pressem/028001-070200/dok-bn.html
www.hydrogen.no/hydrogenradet

The Energy Committee (Nou 2012: 9)
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called Klimakur202033, and its results were published in
February 2010. The Parliament has pointed out which
measures from Klimakur 2020 are to be acted upon, in
the Climate Report launched 25 April 2012. Klimakur
considers hydrogen as a long-term measure and that
limited market introduction will take place from 201634
until 2020. As production volumes increase, the prices
of these vehicles will be reduced and the availability
will increase. It is foreseen that volumes therefore will
increase after 2020 and that hydrogen may eventually
become a common alternative fuel. Costs are expected
to be very high in the initial phase, and then fall rapidly
as the number of vehicles increase. It is assumed that
the challenges associated with the systems' physical
size, durability, safety and operation in cold climate
conditions will be resolved through the initial market
introduction from 2016, so that hydrogen-powered fuel
cell cars will be on par alternatives for consumers. The
establishment of production and distribution of hydrogen is challenging and the cost of hydrogen is difficult to
predict, especially in the initial phase when there will be
low utilization of hydrogen refueling stations. Hydrogen
can be used in all types of cars as opposed to pure battery electric vehicles that can only take a small portion
of the automotive market due to their limited range.
The Hydrogen Council has provided recommendations
to Klimakur2020, in which the Council primarily points
out that, in the work towards zero-emission transportation, one needs to take a longer time perspective
(2040–2050) when considering the different alternatives
and the associated costs, in order to ensure a more robust
basis on which to make the right political decisions.
the energy committee
The Energy Committee was constituted in the spring of
2011, and has since then examined and evaluated the

energy and power balance for Norway until 2030 and
2050. Their conclusions were released as NOU 2012:
9 on 5 March 2012. The energy balance includes the
stationary energy consumption including petroleum
operations and energy consumption in the transportation sector. The Committee has also considered the
relationship between energy development and opportunities for value creation, employment, competence
building and technology development in the energy,
business and public sectors and in households. In the
NOU the Committee concludes that “Hydrogen vehicles
can become an important option in the longer term if
the unit cost of production is reduced." Furthermore it
is summarized that “Hydrogen technology can also be
important in establishing flexibility for compensating for
the intermittent nature of power generation from e.g.,
wind and solar energy. During periods of low electricity
price hydrogen can be produced by water electrolysis.
Hydrogen can then be stored for less windy periods
and high electricity prices, and also be utilized as fuel
in the transportation sector". The potential for national
value creation is described as follows: "In the long term,
there are opportunities for value creation based on the
use of Norwegian expertise and advantages in (...), fuel
cells and hydrogen production." The Hydrogen Council
considers the Energy Committee's views on the potential
for using hydrogen to be highly relevant and reflective,
and supports the Committee's conclusions.
klimameldingen – climate report
In the Norwegian Government's white paper on climate
(Klimameldingen) released spring 2012 the goal of
Soria Moria II is reaffirmed and quantified through the
statement that cars imported to Norway in 2020 should
on average emit less than 85 grams CO2/km, stating
that Norway shall “..still be internationally leading in

Norway has a substantial share of the global fleet of hydrogen
vehicles. Here from a public drive as part of the H2movesScandinaviaproject at Aker Brygge in November 2011. The Hydrogen Council
recommends that Norwegian political measures and the taxation schemes are adjusted so that Norway at any time stays in the lead when it
comes to the share of zero emission vehicles in the passenger car fleet.
Photo: Jöran Fagerlund, H2movesScandinavia.
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http://www.klimakur.no/
Klimakur2020 expects commercial introduction of FCEVs in Norway in 2016 based
on the experience that most new car models are usually introduced in Norway
somewhat later than in other countries.
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facilitating for the introduction and use of battery- and
fuel cell electric vehicles”, and that the government will
continue supporting the establishment of alternative
refueling infrastructure.

3.2. Strategic basis for the hydrogen
initiative 2012–2015
Since the Hydrogen Committee prepared its report (NOU
2004: 11) the focus for Norwegian energy policy has been
more directed toward increased production and use of
renewable energy. The Hydrogen Council considers this to
be important as it ensures that hydrogen may be implemented as an energy carrier in the most sustainable way.
The Hydrogen Council therefore recommends that the
Norwegian hydrogen initiative should be based on utilization of both renewable energy sources and natural gas
with carbon capture and storage (CCS) (Figure 4).
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If Norwegian industry wishes to take a leading role in
technology areas where Norway has natural and/or
historical comparative advantages and pre-requisites, it
is essential that the Norwegian authorities and industry players work together to create a road map, i.e., a
strategy with targets and milestones for how Norway
will reach them, and that this is based on a deliberate
and long-term commitment35.
The Hydrogen Council recommends that Norway must
preserve its pioneering role in hydrogen technologies,
in order to ensure national value creation, both as a
technology supplier and as an exporter of energy and
hydrogen.

The interaction between government, academia and
industry will be essential. A shared vision will be a valuable guideline when defining objectives, which in turn
lays the foundation for a concrete national strategy for
the Norwegian hydrogen initiative and the steps needed
to achieve the stated goals.
The Hydrogen Council recommends the establishment of
the following vision for the Norwegian hydrogen initiative:
“Norway – pioneering sustainable hydrogen.”
For the national vision to have the desired unifying
function, the vision must be assigned to all the relevant
stakeholders; government, industry as well as academia.
Based on the vision, the corresponding level of
ambitions must be defined and quantified. The Hydrogen
Council recommends the following ambitions for Norway:
hydrogen in transportation:
1) Norway is to be an international leader with respect
to establishing the infrastructure for low-and zeroemission vehicles, including both charging spots and
hydrogen refueling stations. For this to be achieved
by the end of 2015 it must be ensured that:
a. All cities with more than 100 000 inhabitants
have a network of hydrogen refueling stations,
b. All towns with more than 50 000 inhabitants will
have fast chargers for battery-electric vehicles.
c. Publicly accessible charging points have been
established across the country.
d. Infrastructure corridors for driving hydrogen and
electric vehicles between Oslo and Stavanger,
Bergen, Trondheim and Gothenburg have been
established.

Energy resources
Figure 4: The Hydrogen Council's proposal for a revised strategic foundation for the Norwegian Hydrogen Initiative, based on the Hydrogen Committee's
original 3 arguments for why Norway should invest
in hydrogen (NOU 2004: 11), Section 3.1.

35

Countries such as Denmark, Germany and China have initiated technology development programs in hydrogen. Focus areas and targets have been identified on a
national level, and are being pursued through long-term activities.

Environment

Business development
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2) Norway is to be internationally leading with regard to
the introduction of low-and zero-emission vehicles,
including battery-electric, rechargeable hybrid and
hydrogen vehicles. Funding mechanisms and taxation
schemes are to be adjusted so that the proportion
of zero-emission vehicles in the vehicle fleet at any
given time is among the highest in the world36.
Funding of incentives and infrastructure development
can be assured by earmarked funds for Transnova, for
example based on a gradual increase in the fossil fuel
tax, similar to the financing of Enova through a levy
on the electricity distribution tariff, or alternatively by
introduction of feed-in tariffs.
export of hydrogen:
3) The ministries of Transport and Communications and
Petroleum and Energy will establish and lead the
way in energy policy discussions in Europe on the
introduction of hydrogen as a fuel in the transportation sector.
4) Norway will be a major supplier of sustainable energy
and hydrogen for Europe based on the Norwegian
energy resources.
norway as a technology supplier to the
international hydrogen markets:
5) Norwegian companies are to have a share of at least
10% of services and technology to the hydrogen
market in Europe.
6) Norway is to strengthen transport research by extending the mandate of Energi21 as well as increased
support for sustainable transportation within the new
ENERGIX-program, funded through increased grants
for the Research Council of Norway.
7) Norwegian automotive component manufacturers will
be the preferred supplier in the development of zero
emission vehicles.
To fulfill the above ambitions, the authorities must
establish the regulatory framework needed to foster new
businesses in the hydrogen field, especially with support
from Innovation Norway, in order to strengthen the
Norwegian hydrogen industry's competitiveness in the
international market. This will be advantageous for Norway by eventually reducing domestic emissions, fostering knowledge building through increased competence,
as well as financially through increased export revenues
and national job creation.

36

Battery Electric Vehicles constituted 1.6% of the new sales of passenger vehicles in
2011 (www.ofv.no)

THE GERMAN HYDROGEN INITIATIVE AND H2MOBILITY
One of the nations of the world now moving most aggressively toward a full
introduction of hydrogen is Germany. Their program for hydrogen and fuel
cells, National Innovation Programme (NIP) disposes a budget of 1.4 billion
€ for the period 2007 - 2016. 200 M€ comes from the German Ministry of
Finance, and 500 M€ from the Ministry of Transport. The industry supports
the program with 700 M€. Such a long-term commitment from both government and industry provides a strong basis for increased competitiveness
and increased national value creation. The NIP program is coordinated by
the National Organization Wasserstoff (NOW), which is also responsible for
the German investments in battery vehicles and the related infrastructure.
Whereas the hydrogen initiative is on the scale of 140M€/year, the budget
for BEVs is in comparison approximately 125M€/year.
In the German program, the funds are allocated in three main segments:
Transportation (54%)
• Expanding vehicle fleets and increasing hydrogen infrastructure in key areas
Stationary applications (36%)
• Fuel cells for use in combined heat and power systems for households
• Industrial fuel cells for combined heat and power- and combined heat,
hydrogen and power-systems
Special markets (10%)
• IT, telecommunications
• Logistics, leisure and tourism market
H2Mobility - Germany's plan for the deployment of hydrogen infrastructure
In the fall of 2009, just after the signing of the memorandum of understanding
(MoU) between automakers on joint commercialization of FCEVs by 2015,
Germany launched an initiative called H2Mobility. The purpose of the
initiative is to achieve a coordinated hydrogen infrastructure development
in Germany in order to achieve a nationwide network of hydrogen refueling
stations by 2020. The initiative will by 2013 result in a plan for development,
an overview of the costs for construction and operation of the infrastructure,
as well as the incentives and support necessary to achieve the goal. Participants in H2Mobility are the automakers, the industrial companies that will
build the infrastructure, energy companies which will supply the energy the
hydrogen will be produced from, current operators of hydrogen stations and
government actors who will provide the national coordination and funding.
In January 2012 a similar initiative was launched in the UK with the name
UKH2Mobility.
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4. Our pioneering role will lead to increased value creation
– How can Norway maintain its position?
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The Norwegian company NEL Hydrogen develops and supplies advanced water electrolyzers and complete system solutions for
hydrogen production throughout the world based on more than 80 years' experience in the field through Norsk Hydro.

There is a vast and rapidly growing international activity
in the field of hydrogen technology. This is something
Norwegian politicians and industry players must address
and relate to. We should take an active role because
of the competitive advantages Norway possesses, and
become a key player in the development. If the industry
and government decides on a passive approach, Norway
will loose the opportunities of early market shares and
the corresponding value creation.
Foreign industrial actors have become increasingly
active in the establishment of the hydrogen refueling
infrastructure as part of the significant demonstration activities that have taken place over the past 6–7
years in Norway. The ambition is and has been that the
Norwegian suppliers of hydrogen technology should,
through these projects, have an opportunity to test and
implement their technology domestically. This would
contribute to more jobs related to technology deliveries during establishment of plants and later as supplier
of operation services in the demonstration phase. The
potential for domestic value creation is significant, given
that Norwegian actors are suppliers of technology and
services in these pre-commercial markets.

4.1. Norway as an energy
and hydrogen supplier
Norway has vast and varied natural energy resources,
both fossil and renewable, and produced a total of 2415
TWh37 in 2010, of which 119 TWh from hydropower
and other renewable energy sources, and about 2220
TWh from oil and gas production. Within hydropower
generation we cannot expect the construction of new
larger plants because the potential for these is almost
fully exploited. However, in wind energy, we have barely
begun to utilize the Norwegian technical potential,
which is estimated at 1243 TWh on shore38, and more
than 12 000 TWh at sea39. In 2010, Norway produced
about 1 TWh from wind power. Wave, tidal and osmotic
power generation also have great potential along the
coast of Norway. In a market where hydrogen vehicles
eventually will play a key role, Norway will be able to
supply renewable or decarbonized fossil-based energy
to produce hydrogen in Europe, or produce hydrogen in
Norway and export it to international markets, like we
currently do on a large scale in oil and gas (Section 1.4).

37
38
39

Energy balance for Norway 2010, from Statistics Norway (www.ssb.no)
Vindkraft for Norge, Oppdragsrapport 9, 2009, Report to NVE by Kjeller Vindteknikk
Study of potential off shore energy for Norway, 2007, Report to Enova SF made by
Sweco Grøner.
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4.2. Norway as a technology supplier
Norwegian industry is export oriented, and there are
numerous examples of Norwegian deliveries of competitive products to the international automotive industry
and other demanding market segments. The high level of
competence, a high degree of automation and advanced
products are contributing to these successes.
Norway currently has a few, highly specialized
technology providers in the hydrogen sector. In several
of the key hydrogen technology areas, Norwegian industrial actors are not represented. Nevertheless, there is
a broad academic knowledge base which represents a
significant potential for development of new products
and services in the future.
By strategic positioning in the emerging market,
both through demonstration projects and towards niche
applications, Norway can become a leader in providing
technology for the production and distribution of
hydrogen, and hydrogen components for the automotive
industry. A more attractive and predictable national
regulatory framework for Norwegian industry is an
important success factor to release the potential.

4.3. Norway has taken a pioneering role
There is a growing understanding that the future will
require differentiated solutions in order to meet the challenges linked to global warming, environmental pollution
and energy security. Sustainable transportation requires
the implementation of a number of technology options,
electricity, biofuels and hydrogen will replace conventional, fossil-based fuels in different market segments.
In Norway, a lot has happened over the past 6–7 years

in terms of the introduction of hydrogen as a fuel: five
hydrogen stations are established in the Oslo-region, and
several more are planned. Institutionally, the establishment of the governmental body Transnova has been the
key factor for the success. Transnova is now the main
provider of public support for low carbon transportation and corresponding infrastructure projects. Through
these projects, we can already envisage an emerging
market for hydrogen as transportation fuel. Studies have
shown that the hydrogen market in the Oslo region, by
a gradual build-up, may be in the range 12 000 tonnes/
year by 202540. This corresponds to fuel consumption
of 100 000 passenger vehicles, and will represent
around 17% of the current fleet in the Oslo region41.
The demonstration projects have also ensured that last
generation of FCEVs are currently being tested on the
roads in Norway. Extensive international activities from
the Norwegian side during the past 10 years are now
resulting in cooperation with leading automobile manufacturers and other key stakeholders in the international
hydrogen market.
Norway started relatively early with the demonstration of hydrogen technology, both for the stationary and
transportation sector. The Utsira project has shown that
one can use hydrogen to store intermittent renewable
energy (wind), and use it to supply electricity to households. Furthermore, the HyNor project has demonstrated
that hydrogen can be refuelled and utilized in a safe
manner in the transportation sector. The Utsira project
is terminated and the HyNor project is in its second
phase, focusing on ensuring more vehicles to Norway,
and establishing and safeguard operation of clusters of
hydrogen refueling stations. The Utsira and HyNor activities have created international visibility and credibility for
Norway. A number of components used in demonstration
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Hexagon Raufoss has
through the subsidiary
Hexagon Composites
developed a new concept
for bulk transport of compressed hydrogen gas. The
capacity for the module is
500 kg of hydrogen at 500
bar – a multiple of what
is currently being used in
Norway today.

40

41

Statoil/LBST-study 2010; CASE STUDY FOR INFRASTRUCTURE
BUILD-UP IN THE GREATER OSLO AREA
Based on car fleet in Oslo and Akershus in 2009, from Statistics
Norway (www.ssb.no)
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projects are not “off the shelf”-products. This gives room
for technology development for the actors involved in
these activities. System integration competence is inherently also valuable and may be utilized and contribute
to national value creation. Demonstration of a fuel cell
system as an auxiliary power unit in the supply vessel
Viking Lady is an example of this (Section 4.4).
Activity in hydrogen technology has shifted from
being primarily research oriented, to be more market
driven. Participation in technology development is
costly, but at the same time, this gives a foothold in
niche markets and brings benefits in terms of technological edge that competitors will have problem catching
up with as the mass market opens fully.

4.4. Industrial opportunities for
Norwegian companies
Rapidly growing markets can provide great opportunities for the development of new businesses. Norwegian
actors now have the opportunity to stake a claim in the
pre-commercial markets related to demonstration projects. Although a number of hydrogen technologies are
not yet really competitive, they can yield a good return
for the provider due to prevailing market subsidies to
stimulate a desired development. One example is the
solar cell market and the rise of the Norwegian company Renewable Energy Cooperation (REC) and other
Norwegian players in the solar PV industry. The early
engagement has led to decreased prices to a level where
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The supply ship Viking Lady
drew attention when it was
demonstrated at the COP15
meeting in Copenhagen
in December 2009 (www.
vikinglady.no ). The ship has
a natural gas powered fuel
cell system delivering auxiliary power and the project
has been supported by the
Research Council of Norway
and Innovation Norway.

solar cells become competitive in an increasing number
of market segments, and subsequently the need for
public support is reduced. The subsidized early markets
still gave significant value creation for the suppliers over
many years.
Similarly, one can now see the niche markets emerging for various hydrogen technologies. Examples of Norwegian companies investing in a hydrogen technology
market are in the areas of hydrogen storage (Hexagon
Raufoss, Hystorsys), fuel cells (Nordic Power Systems),
hydrogen production (NEL Hydrogen, ZEG Power, GasPlas, Hydrogen Partner and RotoBoost) and refueling
station solutions (NEL Hydrogen). In the delivery of services (research, assessment, certification, etc.), there are
opportunities for Norwegian value creation in the early
hydrogen market. System integration of fuel cells also
constitutes an important competence among Norwegian
actors. The shipping company Eidesvik Offshore AS in
cooperation with Det Norske Veritas (DNV), Wärtsilä and
Westcon Power & Automation has already made their
mark through their fuel cell system development demonstration project with the supply vessel Viking Lady.
These players have sound experience with the fuel cell
based auxiliary power system, and they will now look
into fuel cell systems for propulsion of ships, including
car ferries. A good boost for these companies to compete
internationally is an early home market and predictable
regulatory framework conditions. It is thus important that
in a national context there is conformation of Norway's
position as an attractive country for the demonstration of
infrastructure as well as vehicles and vessels.
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5. Hydrogen in the transportation sector
– A necessary measure for emission reductions
Different propulsion technologies will dominate various
segments of transportation in the future. General Motors
is one of the automakers which have communicated this
clearly in their strategies for future mobility, as shown in
Figure 5 below.
While Battery Electric Vehicles (BEV) and PluginHybrid Electric Vehicles (PHEV, sometimes denoted
Extended-Range Electric Vehicle, E-REV) are expected
to dominate the segment of smaller cars and cover a
significant share of transport demand in urban areas,
the Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles (FCEV) are best suited for
medium and large vehicles with longer driving range.
This view is shared by most leading car manufacturers,
who now communicate clearly that different propulsion
technologies will play complementary roles in order to
comply with increasingly stringent emissions requirements, while allowing them to offer products that fit
customer needs and expectations. The general trend is
towards electrification, and the two pure electric options
will be BEVs and FCEVs, respectively.
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5.1. Relevance for the Norwegian
transport sector
Unlike most other countries stationary energy production in Norway is dominated by renewable energy (more
specifically hydro-power). Therefore Norway must to a
greater extent than most other countries focus on reducing emissions from transportation.
Norway's CO2 emissions from transportation constitute 32% (2010) of total domestic emissions, which is
above the global average42.
The Norwegian Commission on Low Emissions43
has pointed out various possibilities for reducing

Figure 5: The view of General Motors on
different propulsion technologies’ and fuels'
dominance in various segments of road
transportation. Fuel Cells will dominate for
medium and large cars that are also used
for longer trips, and in buses, while the
plugin-hybrids (here denoted ExtendedRange Electric Vehicle (E-REV)) will dominate
the segment of smaller cars with moderate
driving range, and battery electric vehicles
(BEV) for short distance travels in urban
areas. (Source: Ulrich Eberle and Rittmar von
Helmolt, General Motors, Energy Environ.
Sci., 2010, 3, 689-699).

The transport sector accounts for 23% of CO2 emissions globally, and 30% for OECDcountries, Ref: International Transport Forum, Reducing Transport Greenhouse Gas
Emissions, Trends & data 2010
43
NOU 2006: 18, the report of the Commission on Low Emissions (Lavutslippsutvalget)
42

Norway's CO2 emissions by 50–80% towards 2050. To
reach the Low-emission path (Figure 6), the Commission
suggests that the emissions from the transport sector
should be reduced by 78% in 2050 compared to 1990.
Moreover, the Commission points out that 1/3rd of
the reductions may be cut by increased utilization of biofuels whereas 2/3rd should be realized by introduction
of low-and zero-emission vehicles. To meet these targets,
hydrogen will play a key role, as the automotive industry
do not expect that battery electric vehicles will be able
to increase the range to more than 200 kilometers, even
in a 2030 perspective (footnote 7).
As trips to their recreational cabins in remote areas
involve longer distances, most Norwegian families choose
a larger car as their primary vehicle. However, around a
third of Norwegian households have two or more cars.
This allows for a significant number of BEVs for daily,
short trips. Last but not least plugin-hybrid electric vehicles are expected to take a significant share of the market
in Norway, as they can in principle cover both needs,
reducing emissions during city driving, while emitting CO2
like a conventional hybrid for longer trips. The Commissions' assumption that biofuels can cover one third of the
fuel demand in the transport sector is a high estimate.
There is growing understanding that biofuels should be
restricted to the transportation segments where there are
no other alternative low emission solutions, such as for
heavy duty trucks, in ships and eventually in aviation.

5.2. FCEVs ready for the market in 2015
Hydrogen is one of the alternative fuels needed to make
transport sustainable. In fuel cells, hydrogen is utilized
more efficiently than in an internal combustion engine
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(ICE). Thus introduction of fuel cell technology combined
with an electric motor is advantageous. There has been
extensive research on fuel cells for propulsion over the
last two decades with great progress especially over the
past five years.
In the fall of 2009 a Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU) was signed by nine of the leading car manufacturers confirming that they will be ready to introduce
hydrogen powered fuel cell electric vehicles in the market from 2015. The Norwegian Klimakur2020 has based
on this MoU created a scenario where the FCEVs are
introduced in Norway on a limited scale from 201644. In
2020 the market share is estimated at 1.5–2%, rising to
12% in 2030 with a total of 6 500 and 124 000 FCEVs
in the fleet in 2020 and 2030, respectively. Concurrently,
a significant amount of BEVs and PHEVs are assumed to
be introduced.
The latest FCEVs exhibit characteristics which in
certain areas surpass those of today's conventional ICE
vehicles, while there is still need for improvement in
other areas. A technology status for FCEVs is summarized on page 9.
The remaining challenges for full commercialization
of fuel cell electric vehicles are to increase their life-time,
reduce the weight and volume of the fuel cell system,
and bring down the costs. It is expected that the latter
will be resolved through mass production. As with all
new technologies, there is considerable uncertainty with
regard to how quickly the costs will go down. Recent
analyses45 of the total costs of ownership (TCO), indicate
that FCEVs can become socioeconomically viable and
privately profitable. However, it requires active government policy instruments in the introductory phase that
may extend over the next 10 years or more. Figure 7
reflects how the auto manufacturers expect the TCO

to develop with the introduction of various propulsion
technologies.
Medium-sized and large cars are expected to
represent the first viable market segments for FCEVs.
With the successful extension of the lifetime of fuel
cells, fleet markets such as taxis and buses, followed by
delivery vans will also become very important, because
these vehicles have driving patterns that cannot typically be covered by pure battery electric propulsion. In
addition, hydrogen powered fuel cell buses and taxis
will exhibit an economic advantage as most of these
vehicles are operated within a geographically limited
area thus requiring relatively fewer hydrogen refueling
stations. Since these vehicles have high annual mileage,
and correspondingly high annual fuel consumption,
hydrogen refueling station can supply more hydrogen
and therefore become economically profitable. Fleet
transport primarily takes place in urban areas, and
will thus in addition to reduction in CO2 emissions also
provide significant reductions in other harmful emissions
as well as noise.

5.3. Building the hydrogen infrastructure
Establishment of a production and distribution system
for hydrogen is a prerequisite for a market for FCEVs.
There is growing recognition that a public-private
partnership is needed to secure the investments in a
hydrogen infrastructure. The challenge is that the first
vehicles will be expensive and few and the demand for
hydrogen low, leading to low capacity utilization for the
first refueling stations. This prevents private investors
and companies to become engaged in the early hydrogen market. It is therefore crucial that public bodies take
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Due to strong tax incentives for low and zero emission vehicles, the Hydrogen
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Figure 6: The scenarios from the Commission of Low Emissions for reductions in
domestic Norwegian emissions by 50–80% until 2050, published in NOU 2006: 1843.

Klimakur (footnote 33) and The Coalition Report (McKinsey) (footnote 7)
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an active role in cooperating with the private sector to
secure the introduction of hydrogen as fuel. Incentives
for the production and distribution of hydrogen must be
introduced, as well as support in an early phase which
allows private customers to choose ZEVs instead of more
polluting fossil fuel-powered vehicles.
A solid infrastructure is the backbone for the successful introduction of new transport solutions. This
applies to both BEVs and PHEVs46 as well as FCEVs. To
make it attractive to purchase a FCEV, there must be
hydrogen stations available at convenient locations.
The introduction of hydrogen and electricity as fuels
also opens the path for new market players, including
traditional electricity producers, which also can become
engaged in the fuel market. Due to high investment costs
for hydrogen refueling stations and the low number of
fuel cell electric vehicles it is prohibitive for most private
companies to engage in the initial phase.
Germany and Japan have established national
programs for the introduction of hydrogen vehicles and
refueling infrastructure. In Germany, Daimler and Linde
together with German authorities have decided to build
50 new hydrogen refueling stations starting in 2012. The
national ambition is to establish a nationwide network
of 1 000 hydrogen stations by 2020. In Japan it has
been decided to build 100 hydrogen stations by 2015,
and the government is now engaged in facilitating this
process. Concurrently, car manufacturers are committed
to deliver FCEVs to those markets.
The construction of a hydrogen infrastructure in Norway began with the HyNor project which was initiated in
2003, primarily as an initiative from major Norwegian
industrial companies. The objective of the HyNor project
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was to facilitate deployment of hydrogen as fuel for the
transport sector in Norway, by building a “hydrogen
highway” between Oslo and Stavanger. In addition
to demonstrating different technologies for hydrogen
production, the intension of the project was also to
provide a playground for national industrial players who
would engage, and thereby strengthen the competitiveness of Norwegian companies. Four hydrogen stations
were built during the first phase of the HyNor project.
But as the very limited number of hydrogen cars reduced
the market potential for hydrogen in the short term,
the major Norwegian industry players pulled back, just
before the positive announcements from the fuel cell car
manufacturers in the fall of 2009. The momentum created in the first phase of the project, however, eventually
led to political engagement and the initiation of a series
of new projects, focused in the Oslo region.
In Oslo, Norwegian actors are currently hosting two
major international demonstration projects supported
by the EU through the FCH JU-program. H2movesScandinavia is Europe's first lighthouse project for hydrogen
infrastructure, in which 17 fuel cell electric vehicles
from Daimler, Hyundai-Kia and Think/H2Logic are being
tested in the Oslo area, and a hydrogen refueling station
has been established at SINTEF's premises (Gaustad).
Moreover, HyNor Oslo Bus is partner in the EU-project
CHIC47, and during summer 2012 Ruter, the local public
transport company for Oslo, started the operation of five
fuel cell buses from VanHool in a regular route between
Kolbotn and Oslo. In Lillestrøm another hydrogen
refueling station opened in summer 2012. It is located in
connection with the Akershus Energy Park, has emphasis
on research, and a number of new hydrogen technology
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Figure 7: Estimated total cost of ownership (TCO) for the various vehicle technologies up to 2030, footnote 7.
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By the end of September 2012 there were 9200 chargeable vehicles and 3650 charging spots in Norway, www.gronnbil.no
Clean Hydrogen in European Cities, http://chic-project.eu/
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concepts will be demonstrated at the site. The high density of hydrogen stations in the Oslo region facilitates
and is a prerequisite for the introduction of hydrogen
vehicles in a pre-commercial phase. At the same time,
Norwegian companies gain experience about how the
latest generation of hydrogen vehicles function under
Nordic climate conditions.
A national study (NorWays48) has been conducted on
the establishment of a hydrogen refueling infrastructure
in Norway, which shows that the investment cost of a
nationwide network of hydrogen stations will be in the
range of EUR1.5 billion. This corresponds to approximately NOK 8000 per vehicle when the infrastructure is
fully utilized49. This agrees well with other studies, such
as the Coalition report7 which indicates a cost of EUR
1000–2000 per vehicle up to year 2030, taking into
account the lower utilization of hydrogen stations in the
early stages. FCEVs are expected to be sold for about
EUR 40 000, or NOK 300 000 in the initial phases of
implementation. The infrastructure cost thus constitutes a minor share (less than 5%) of the total cost for
introducing hydrogen as a transportation fuel, while the
FCEVs account for the remaining 95% or more.
Given that more infrastructure is already in place
and that there is positive experience from hydrogen
demonstration projects in Norway, the Hydrogen Council
recommends that Norway should take advantage of
these favorable conditions as a profound basis for a
coordinated effort and strong concerted action for implementation of hydrogen as a fuel in Norway.
Moreover, the window of opportunity that we are currently
in – where the hydrogen market is being established – is
crucial in terms of positioning and fostering economic

development and national value creation. The challenges are primarily related to the uncertainty about
how the infrastructure can be developed in the early
stages with few vehicles and low utilization of refueling
stations. A model ensuring the required progress in
Norway may therefore be to establish a partnership
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Figure 8: Supply of hydrogen in Norway, based on cost optimization
for maximum emission reduction in the NorWays-study48.

Status for type approval for FCEVs
The EU has developed a framework for the approval of FCEVs and technical requirements for the hydrogen
systems. There is ongoing work in the EU for setting technical requirements for batteries for use in all types of
vehicles with electric drivetrain, and requirements for electrical safety. When these elements are in place in 2012,
electric and fuel cell electric vehicles can be EU type approved and sold freely throughout Europe and in Norway.
Approval of the vehicles will thus become routine, and causes yet another barrier to the introduction of the technology to disappear. In Norway the HyNor project has helped reducing barriers related to safety requirements
and practical issues surrounding the establishment of hydrogen refueling stations. New and existing actors who
want to build more refueling stations and car importers will thus have an easier job toward municipal authorities
and government agencies.

48
49

NorWays, R&D-project supported by the Research Council of Norway, Statkraft, Statoil and Hexagon, www.ntnu.no/norways
1100 hydrogen refueling stations and 1.75 mill FCEVs in Norway (in 2045).
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between industry and the authorities, e.g., based on the
German model (see Fact Box on H2 Mobility, page 23).
The most important issue, however, is to ensure attractive, long-term and predictable incentives for industry
players in order to make it economically viable to invest
in the operation of the existing and establishment of new
hydrogen refueling stations in Norway.

››

5.4. Recommendations for the
early introduction of FCEVs

››

Until 2020, the production cost for FCEVs will be considerably higher than that of conventional vehicles powered
by fossil fuels. Car manufacturers are therefore now looking for countries and regions where there are incentives,
which make the first FCEVs competitive with conventional
technology in its early stages. The strong incentives for
ZEVs that exist in Norway today make it a highly attractive country for early market introduction of FCEVs.
To ensure early introduction of ZEVs in Norway, a
set of effective and predictable measures have to be
present. The Hydrogen Council recommends that these
include:

››
››

››

Continuation of existing incentives for ZEVs until
there are 50 000 BEVs and 50 000 FCEVs on
Norwegian roads or until these vehicles are cost
competitive.
Require a minimum share of ZEVs in public procurement of vehicles and transport services.
Strengthen the efforts to maintain Norway's position
as an early market for FCEVs through national and
regional strategies.
Direct subsidies for the procurement of the first
FCEVs.
Investigation and implementation of a new and
predictable regulatory framework that ensures the
operation of hydrogen refueling stations until they
become commercially viable. Examples of potentially
suitable incentives include green certificates for zeroemission fuels, direct operational support, licensing
arrangements, “feed in” tariff for sale of hydrogen, or
requirements on sale shares for the fuel suppliers.

These and other recommendations for the early introduction of FCEVs are discussed in more detail in Chapter 9.

“The window of opportunity that we are currently in
– where the hydrogen market is being established – is crucial
in terms of positioning and fostering economic development
and national value creation”
The Hydrogen Council
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6. Hydrogen and fuel cells in the stationary sector
– Increases the utilization of new wind- and small-hydro power plants
Although the main driver for the development of fuel
cells is for use in vehicles, many of the fuel cell types
are best suited for stationary applications. Common
for these fuel cell types is that they usually operate at
higher temperatures and that the systems are designed
for the heat to be utilized.
Fuel cells for stationary applications can also operate on various fuels such as natural gas, biogas, hydrogen and methanol. What makes fuel cell technology for
stationary applications interesting is the high electric
efficiency (50–60%), the high grade heat produced,
and that CO2 is inherently separated and concentrated
in the energy conversion process. Thus, carbon capture
is simplified considerably compared with conventional
combustion technologies, where CO2 is emitted in
diluted gas mixtures.
In California alone, at the end of 2010 the installed
power of stationary fuel cells was 35 MW (megawatt),
enough to supply electricity to 35 000 homes50. In
California however, the fuel cells are primarily used
by industrial companies, as they have more stringent
requirements for the stable supply of electricity and
heat. If fuel cells are used individually in households, or
centrally in an apartment building you will also be able
to utilize the heat produced in the fuel cell for heating
of the living spaces, thereby increasing the total usable
energy from the unit.
Stationary applications include everything from
small combined heat and power units for residential
use (1–10 kW), emergency power generators for offices,
commercial buildings and base stations (10–100 kW)
to large plants for power generation and grid balancing
in the megawatt size. Moreover, remote areas (islands,
mountains, etc.) represent application areas where
hydrogen-based power systems combined with renewables are getting increased attention.

6.1. Combined heat and power systems
For locations where fuel cells for combined heat and
power (CHP) are utilized, the energy source is typically
natural gas or in some places (Japan) also Liquid Petroleum Gas (LPG). Japan has over the past years become
a leader in the development and implementation of
such CHP technology for residential applications. With
more than 10 000 units from different suppliers within
a large national demonstration project51, the Japanese
have shown that this application is interesting, and
the technology is steadily improving. On the island of
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California Stationary Fuel Cell Cooperative, http://www.casfcc.org/STATIONARY_FC_
MAP/default.aspx
http://www1.eere.energy.gov/hydrogenandfuelcells/pdfs/2010_market_report.pdf

Lolland in Denmark there is an ongoing demonstration
project where fuel cells generate electricity and heat in
homes with hydrogen as fuel. The hydrogen is produced
from wind power and supplied to the households via a
local pipeline network52.
The design and choice of technology for stationary CHP systems is very dependent on the availability
of local energy resources and existing infrastructure
such as the electricity grid, heating/cooling- and/or
gas pipelines. In areas and regions with well-developed
natural gas infrastructure, it makes sense to install
stationary fuel cells, as these can provide an overall
efficiency (power & heat) exceeding 85% even for small
units. In systems based on high-temperature fuel cells,
natural gas is used directly, while for low-temperature
fuel cells, the natural gas first has to be converted to
hydrogen53. There is a growing market for distributed
small-scale54 power and heating plants, denoted microCHP, based on natural gas and low-temperature fuel
cells. In Norway, however, it is not anticipated that
this application will be widespread in the near future,
because the heating of households is essentially based
on electricity and biomass, and fuel cell solutions
based on natural gas will thus not contribute to reduce
domestic CO2 emissions.

6.2. Emergency power units
Small-scale emergency power generators and UPS
(uninterrupted power supply), represent market segments that are suitable for fuel cells. Similar system
solutions can be used in standby power systems for
small-scale independent power plants, which today are
normally operated by large battery packs and/or diesel
generators. These units are usually found in hospitals,
data servers, and other installations where it is vital
that there is an alternative power supply if the power
grid fails. In environments where noise and air quality are also important hydrogen and fuel cells offers a
viable and suitable solution. The main challenge with
hydrogen-based fuel cells for this market is the access
to hydrogen, which, if it is not produced locally, must be
transported over long distances, typically in heavy steel
tanks. The development of light composite containers
that can replace steel ones will make the transport and
switching hydrogen containers for such plants significantly easier and less costly. In this field Norway has
internationally competitive industry which can offer
solutions and contribute to national value creation.

52
53
54

http://www.hydrogen-community.dk/
The separation between high- and low temperature fuel cells is around 800C
Small scale is defined as systems ranging from 2–10 kW
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6.3. Grid balancing
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Another area that may become important for stationary
use of hydrogen in the future is grid balancing in conjunction with large wind- and solar energy parks. Due to the
nature of renewable energy sources, one will experience
large fluctuations in power production. In much of 2010,
Spain experienced an energy production loss of 1% from
wind farms due to fluctuations in power production
that the grid was unable to receive. This was equivalent
to EUR 40 million in lost revenues. If there are further
increases in wind power production capacity, losses can
reach 5% within a few years55. In Germany, 150 GWh of
wind energy was lost in 2010 due to limitations in the
grid, which is an increase of 69% from 200956.
For Denmark, which has set a goal of 50% electricity production from wind power by 2020, the use
of electrolysis to regulate the power production and
introduction of hydrogen as energy storage medium is
a prerequisite for reaching the targets. By installing a
large electrolyzer, the electricity that would otherwise be
lost can be utilized to produce hydrogen. This hydrogen
can then be utilized in a large fuel cell, and thereby contribute to the delivery of electricity to further stabilize
the grid. Alternatively, it can be sold as fuel for transport
purposes, and in that way increase its value.
In Norway, there are regions which currently have a
power deficit, especially in Mid-Norway. The green electricity certificates market, which entered into force on 1
January 2012, will encourage significant investments in
new wind farms and small-scale hydro-power, changing
the supply situation radically. There are thus challenges
related to how to best exploit future expected surplus of

renewable energy in Mid-Norway. Increased intermittent
power generation will result in larger price fluctuations,
and often very low prices due to the surplus of power
and bottlenecks in the grid that limit further export to
neighboring regions. This is a driver to increase the
flexibility of existing and new energy end use appliances
in the region to be able to respond more dynamically to
price fluctuations caused by intermittent wind and small
hydro-power generation. Hydrogen is in this context,
an interesting alternative for the production of fuel, but
also as an energy storage medium as a supplement to
pumped hydro-power.
NEL Hydrogen57 of Norway has delivered many large
scale electrolyzers to the global industrial market, and
has recently demonstrated a new type of electrolyzer
that can follow a fluctuating load, e.g., from wind power.
Siemens recently announced that they will develop PEM
electrolyzers in the megawatt size which can be connected to wind farms. Fuel cells in the megawatt-class
have already been tested by various industry players in
California and elsewhere). So, the viable hydrogen technologies that are needed to address the challenges associated with intermittent renewable electricity generation
already exist. Hence, assessment of these options should
be included when considering installation of large wind
farms in Norway.

6.4. Remote areas
Between 2004 and 2010, the use hydrogen as energy
carrier was demonstrated on the remote island of Utsira,
west of Haugesund, in western Norway. The system

“Given the knowledge and high level of competence in power electronics,
fuel cells, hydrogen storage, systems modeling and simulation of wind
turbines, Norwegian actors are in the position to deliver complete technological
solutions and compete actively in the international market for such systems.” 
The Hydrogen Council

Examples of Wind Energy Curtailment Practices, July 2010, National Renewable
Energy Laboratory
56
http://www.wind-energie.de/presse/pressemitteilungen/2011/abschaltung-vonwindenergieanlagen-um-bis-zu-69-prozent-gestiegen
55

57

http://www.nel-hydrogen.com/home/, earlier known as Hydrogen Technologies,
initially Hydro Electrolysers.
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generated hydrogen from wind power (electrolysis)
and supplied ten households with electricity based on
hydrogen during periods when the primary wind energy
source did not provide sufficient energy. The project has
now been completed and there are currently no other
similar projects. However, it is now well documented
that the solution works, and with Norway's numerous
remote areas (rugged mountains and 50 000 islands)
such solutions may become a viable alternative to connecting to the power grid, or as a supplement where the
grid connection is weak, and new power lines are being
considered. In addition, there are several large electricity consumers (mountain lodges and hotels) in vulnerable areas, which are not connected to the grid which
primarily use diesel generators for electricity production.
Norway and Norwegian actors can make use of the
experience and expertise gained from the Utsira project
by initiating new, similar projects which could contribute to emission reductions, environmental benefits and
national value creation.

6.5. Candidate focus areas for Norway
Like in other countries industrial hydrogen is primarily produced from natural gas in Norway. Here, the
major share of hydrogen is used in the petrochemical
industry (e.g., in ammonia and methanol production as
well as fuel refining), and is not available to external
users other than at the few hydrogen refueling stations.
Norway does not have a well-developed distribution
network for natural gas, except for Rogaland County in
the southwest. Moreover, there has lately been strong

focus on the development of district heating in many
regions in Norway. These factors make it difficult to
motivate the domestic market for the use of natural gas
and or natural gas reformed to hydrogen for distributed
CHP using fuel cells. The global market potential for
these applications is, however, substantial, and Norwegian actors have the same opportunities as others to
compete as technology suppliers for deliveries in the
emerging markets for such solutions e.g., in the central
parts of Europe.
The power grid in Norway is flexible most places,
and there is a substantial potential to use pumped
hydro-power to balance fluctuations in the grid. In
some areas, such as in Mid-Norway, there has at times
been power shortage. Wind farms are being established in some of these areas. This makes hydrogen
production potentially viable to exploit excess power
produced in particularly windy periods. In this market
area there is a great potential for industrial engagement from Norwegian stakeholders as suppliers of
complete system solutions.
Norway has made its mark internationally through
the Utsira project by demonstrating the viability of
utilizing hydrogen produced from intermittent renewable
energy sources,. The issue remains relevant in Europe
where a number of nations and regions aim to replace
diesel-based plants in remote areas. Given the knowledge and high level of competence in power electronics, fuel cells, hydrogen storage, systems modeling and
simulation of wind turbines, Norwegian actors are in the
position to deliver complete technological solutions and
compete actively in the international market for such
systems.
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At the remote island of
Utsira the Norwegian
energy company Hydro
built one of the world's first
full-scale wind-hydrogen
demonstrators. Hydrogen
was produced by water
electrolysis in periods with
surplus wind energy. The
hydrogen was re-electrified
depending on the power
demand of 10 households.
Photo: Øystein Ulleberg
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7. Hydrogen production
– Green hydrogen as supplement to Norway's energy export
The use of hydrogen as an energy carrier has no local
environmental impact. However, hydrogen is an energy
carrier, not an energy source, since producing hydrogen
requires energy. For hydrogen to be environmentally sustainable in a cradle-to-grave perspective requirements,
related to the primary energy sources and production
methods must be established. In a long-term perspective
the sources must be renewable energy or other primary
energy with low greenhouse gas emissions.

7.1. Alternative methods,
sustainability and challenges
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Large quantities of hydrogen are produced today for
industrial purposes58. Most of it is based on steam
methane reforming (SMR) of natural gas, with significant emissions of CO2. If the CO2 is sequestered, the
process can be made almost CO2 neutral. Although the
SMR process is separating pure CO2 and this does not
need further purification, sequestration is not implemented. A similar process, gasification, uses coal as
feedstock, with correspondingly higher CO2 emissions,
since the carbon content of coal is higher than natural
gas per unit of energy.
If the raw material is biogas or biomass, the process
can be virtually carbon neutral or carbon negative if
carbon from the process is separated and sequestered or
used for some other purpose. The availability of biogas is
wide spread, and increasing, due to the ban on deposition
of organic material in open landfills, and can therefore
become an important distributed source of hydrogen.
An alternative method of hydrogen production is
electrolysis; splitting water with electricity, but this is

Figure 9: Processing of Norwegian natural
gas resources for hydrogen production may
be sustainable given that CO2 is separated
and deposited at the Norwegian shelf, like
Statoil has done since 1996 with CO2 from
the Sleipner field at the Utsira formation.
Source: Statoil.
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Ca 8 mill. tonnes of hydrogen per year. Of this, about 2 – 10 % will be accessible
as “surplus hydrogen” (Roads2hy.com 2007). This is sufficient to fuel 1–5 mill. passenger vehicles with an annual driving distance of 15 000 km.

used on a relatively modest scale today. For this option,
potential emissions are associated with the production
of the electricity used in the splitting process. Electrolysis can be applied both in local hydrogen production and
in large central plants.
Other processes for producing hydrogen are also
being studied. These include the use of direct sunlight
and heat, microwaves and algae. However, these are all
at an experimental level at the moment. All processes for
the conversion of primary energy (solar, wind, natural
gas) to hydrogen involve a loss of energy. The alternative processes have different losses and cost parameters,
and the choice of production method thereby is governed by both financial and environmental factors.
Future hydrogen supply will be based on different
production methods and hydrogen will be produced
both in large central plants as well as more decentralized ones. It is expected that both electrolysis and SMR
with Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) will constitute
important parts of a long-term solution.

7.2. Potential for the production
and export of hydrogen
In an early phase already existing hydrogen sources
can be utilized, as is the case for the hydrogen refueling
station at Herøya, Porsgrunn, where industrial hydrogen
from a nearby chlor-alkaline production at Rafnes is
transported by a pipeline to the station. The amount
of hydrogen produced by Rafnes is equivalent to the
annual consumption of 100 000 FCEVs. Several other
locations in Norway have similar sources of hydrogen
available. Hydrogen from these facilities can be trans-
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In an early phase, by-product hydrogen from industry may be utilized like they do at the hydrogen refueling station at Herøya (now operated by
HYOP). The available hydrogen (produced at Rafnes) corresponds to the demand for 100 000 passenger vehicles.
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ported either by pipeline or in bottle packs on trailers to
the hydrogen stations. One can also produce hydrogen
from biogas in an early phase, as this is a resource that
is available in most places, and does not have negative
emission impacts. Water electrolysis is suitable for local
production at the hydrogen stations, as it eliminates
the need for transporting the hydrogen. The three most
recently opened hydrogen stations in Oslo feature on-

1) Export of hydrogen in pipelines, mixed into natural gas (CH4),
or in dedicated pipelines for H2-transport.

site electrolysis. Local production of hydrogen, however,
leads to increased investment- and operating costs
compared to SMR-based hydrogen.
When hydrogen reaches the stage that it plays a
significant role as transportation fuel, additional production facilities are needed. Then distribution in regional
pipeline networks could be appropriate in addition to
transport of tanks on trailers and trains. Requirements

2) Production of H2 from intermittent wind energy, liquefaction
and export in spherical tankers to the market

Figure 10: Production of hydrogen
from intermittent renewable energy
such as wind and small-scale hydro)
may increase the utilization of
these resources by exploiting the
energy when supply exceeds the
energy demand, and there are
limitations in the grid to transfer to
neighboring regions. Depending on
volume and location the hydrogen
may be exported by mixing it into
and transport it in existing natural
gas grid or in dedicated hydrogen
pipelines (left) or in liquid form in
spherical tankers (right) like we
currently export Liquefied Natural
Gas (LNG).
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for the environmental footprint for the entire production
chain will in this phase play an even more important role
than it does today. If 12% of the vehicles of Norway in
2030 (in line with the forecast from Klimakur2020 (see
Section 5.2)) are powered by hydrogen from electrolysis,
they will collectively consume about 900 GWh per year,
or less than 1% of the Norwegian electricity production in
201059. This corresponds to twice the production of the
Smøla wind farm60. As part of the increased production
of renewable energy in Norway, the increased need for
hydrogen can realistically be covered. There will naturally
also be a mix of central and decentralized hydrogen
production depending on energy sources and demand.
The NorWays-project16 has made a comparison of
the export of electric energy, natural gas and hydrogen
to supply the European hydrogen market. The project
results showed that hydrogen production in Norway
can be a competitive alternative. The Hydrogen Council
therefore recommends that Norway's role as a future
hydrogen exporter should be investigated further.

7.3. Recommendations for the
production and export of hydrogen
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Based on the availability of vast energy resources,
Norway has the best prerequisite of any nation in Europe
to become a major supplier of “green” hydrogen in the
future. The realization of large-scale production and
exports will however require an extensive hydrogen market. How soon this will emerge depends on development
of the refueling infrastructure, the availability of FCEVs
and the corresponding hydrogen fuel market. This is in

turn largely dependent on the incentives and framework
conditions in Europe, and other parts of the world.
Norway can make a contribution to this market:
›› Through the export of green electricity, so that
environmentally friendly hydrogen can be produced
locally in European markets.
›› Through the establishment of large-scale hydrogen
production and export of hydrogen through pipelines
to Europe, or transported in liquid form on ships.
›› Through the export of technology for the production,
distribution and storage of hydrogen.
›› Through increased exports of natural gas which is
converted to hydrogen in Europe, where the CO2 is
separated and stored in suitable geological formations.
Large-scale hydrogen production for export could be
based on natural gas SMR with CO2 capture and storage, or on large electrolysis plants based on renewable
energy. The addition of hydrogen in pipelines for natural
gas exports (Figure 10) may also constitute an interesting option that will ensure corresponding reductions in
emissions at the end user. Material related challenges
linked to the components such as valves used in the
pipelines limit the share of hydrogen to around 10%
volumetrically. But the capacity for exporting hydrogen
through existing pipelines is still significant.
Significant research and development is needed to
succeed in introducing hydrogen as an energy carrier.
This includes the technology related as well as the
socio-economic aspects. These are discussed in the
following chapter.

“For hydrogen to be environmentally sustainable in a cradle-to-grave
perspective, requirements related to the primary energy sources and production
methods must be established. In a long-term perspective the sources must be
renewable energy or other primary energy with low greenhouse gas emissions”


The Hydrogen Council
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118.8 TWh (Source: Statistics Norway)
Smøla wind farm produces on average 450 GWh per year
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8. Research & Development
– The basis for increased national value creation
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In order to fully exploit the potential of hydrogen as an
energy carrier a significant research effort is required
to address a variety of technological, as well as nontechnological challenges. In parallel with targeted
support for demonstration and pilot plants, it is essential
to be aware that the way to realize the implementation of viable hydrogen solutions is long and that many
barriers must be overcome by new innovations and
breakthroughs. These will require significant, targeted
investment in basic as well as applied research. The
responsibility for providing the results rests on the
universities, research institutes and industry, with the
authorities as an important source of funding. The
Hydrogen Council highlights the following three areas
that should be strengthened:

searches for complementary alliances with national
research groups elsewhere. Such alliances will lead to
more efficient use of laboratories and the pilot testing
facilities that need to be established as part of our overall national hydrogen strategy. The Hydrogen Council
emphasizes that the recent work on national coordination and increased national cooperation is a positive
development and recommends that this be followed up
and strengthened.
The Hydrogen Council recommends that public
funding for R&D should focus on:

››
››
››

››

Participation in international networks and forums
Focus on larger and more robust research groups
Recruitment of qualified personnel

Norway has historically been at the forefront of
research and development in hydrogen technologies –
originally based on hydropower and water electrolysis for
large scale ammonia production (later based on natural
gas). In addition we have strong research groups in
advanced materials and electrochemistry that are
related to Norway's considerable electrochemical and
metallurgical industries.
In the next section the Hydrogen Council presents
the priority areas for R&D. It is important pin-point that
the implementation of the priorities in this document is
in hands of the relevant program boards of the Research
Council of Norway (RCN). In the following sections the
Hydrogen Council's specific recommendations for R&D,
competence building and recruitment are outlined.

››
››

Areas where Norwegian stakeholders are internationally recognized and acknowledged for their expertise
Areas that are of special significance for Norway
(environmental and / or energy policy)
Areas where there are real opportunities for value
creation in Norwegian industry

On the basis of Norway's natural resources and Norwegian academic know-how in hydrogen, the Hydrogen
Council points out that the following areas should be the
focus of R&D activities:

8.1. Prioritized areas of R&D

hydrogen production:
Norwegian academic and industrial stakeholders are
acknowledged internationally in hydrogen production,
both in water electrolysis (electricity) and reforming
(natural gas). Together with the high level of expertise
in gas separation technologies these constitute a sound
basis for sustainable utilization of Norway's abundant
natural gas reserves. Moreover, national activities in
combined solutions for hydrogen production show a high
degree of innovation. Thus, the potential for national
value creation in hydrogen production is substantial,
both with respect to supplying technology and largescale energy exports to Europe and other continents
based on the processing of Norwegian energy resources.

Norwegian stakeholders are engaged in hydrogen
activities in several areas, and this has resulted in
numerous small research groups of sub-critical size.
This is a suitable model for monitoring technological
advances watching and staying scientifically updated,
but it provides poor conditions for innovation, technology development and in turn national value creation.
In order to ensure that there is better utilization of
resources national efforts should focus on larger and
more robust scientific groups. It is therefore important
that the Norwegian research community unites and

storage and distribution:
Norwegian stakeholders are engaged in the storage of
hydrogen in solid materials, pressurized gas and in liquid form. Research on hydrogen storage in solids (metal
hydrides) is being done by an international network in
which Norway has taken on a leading role. In order to
store hydrogen in liquid form a new concept to reduce
energy consumption to cool the hydrogen is being developed in collaboration with European industry. Regarding gaseous storage Norway has a leading industrial
company with ongoing research activities in cooperation
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with the United States. Moreover, collaboration between
Norwegian research institutions and a leading international group in Japan is being established with focus on
material changes resulting from the exposure of metals
to hydrogen at high pressure (metal embrittlement).
fuel cells
Norwegian research groups are closely involved in fuel
cell research. This is both fundamental materials development and more applied research including system integration and testing. A substantial portfolio of European
projects has been established with support from the FCH
JU program and Norwegian institutions are coordinating several of these. Some national industrial activities
have been initiated recently, and there is considerable
potential for commercial development and national value
creation based on substantial long-term research activities (since the late 1980s) in the fuel cell area.
cross-cutting issues
Norwegian stakeholders have significant experience in
the design of hydrogen energy systems and the Utsira
project is the most prominent example of this. A national
infrastructure analysis study (NorWays48) was completed
in 2009 revealing how hydrogen can be introduced as
fuel for transportation. Ensuring a high safety level is
crucial for the success of implementing hydrogen, and
Norwegian stakeholders have carried out relevant activities in the handling and storage of hydrogen under high
pressure, standardization, regulations and how hydrogen behaves in extreme situations (fire/explosions).
Last but not least, the Hydrogen Council wishes
to point out that close links to the national initiatives
in materials development and nanotechnology will be
crucial, since many of the challenges we face in the
hydrogen area are related to the need for materials with
greater stability and lower cost than exist at present.

ladium-based membranes with very high throughput for
hydrogen separation. NTNU and SINTEF can demonstrate
highly active catalysts for PEM-based water electrolysis
technology. A common feature for all of the above is the
very limited commercialization of the research results in
terms of technology and product development.
An exception to this is the Norwegian development
of plastic composite tanks for the storage of hydrogen
at high pressure in vehicles and for bulk transportation.
Alkaline electrolysers for hydrogen production constitute
another area where Norwegian industry has substantial
international sales. Beyond that, there are only a few
small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) and start-up
companies. At the moment the large, national energy
companies are completely absent and show reluctance
to become engaged in hydrogen activities. Innovation
and national economic growth in Norway need measures to stimulate the formation of SMEs in the hydrogen
technology sector. This is contrary to what we find in
Denmark, Sweden and Finland, and points to two crucial
factors for the success of the Norwegian hydrogen initiative. First, the need for strengthened financial measures
and support schemes for the establishment of new businesses and second, increased access to venture capital.

8.2. Research as a basis for
national value creation
Norwegian research groups are internationally acknowledged in certain areas. Through long-term use of their
nuclear reactor the Institute for Energy Technology
(IFE) has built up internationally leading expertise in
metal hydrides for hydrogen storage. Researchers at the
University of Oslo are widely respected for their expertise
in ceramic proton conducting materials for fuel cells. SINTEF has developed leading technology in ultra-thin pal-

At SINTEF a series of R&D activities are carried out with focus on hydrogen production, liquefaction, fuel cells as well as metal embrittlement
and modelling. Here Senior Scientist Thor A. Aarhaug performing fundamental studies on PEM fuel cell lifetime issues. Photo: Melinda Gaal
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8.3. Research programs in Norway and the EU
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For a number of years the Research Council of Norway
has had programs in which considerable hydrogenrelated research has been funded from the applicationoriented basic research toward applied research. This
has led to the strengthening of many research groups
nationally, some of which are regarded as internationally leading. Low and declining levels of funding for
open basic research however, affects hydrogen research
like in all other areas. However, a broad commitment
to research and development in hydrogen is needed
to meet the challenges described above. To capitalize
on the opportunities - and become a leading industrial
nation in hydrogen all depend on having curiosity-driven
excellent research with the related academic eduction in
this field.
The EU has hydrogen-related research programs in
areas such as fuel cells. These are now largely at the
commercialization phase in which the private-public
program Fuel Cells and Hydrogen Joint Undertaking
takes care of the research – which is mostly directed
towards the development of commercial, industrial
products. This boosts the implementation of hydrogen
technology, and Norwegian actors, especially SINTEF,
are closely involved in this EU initiative. After 5 calls,
Norwegian R&D institutes are participating in more than
12 projects. Basic research in hydrogen, has however little current funding through the EU. Here, the activity of
the EERA61 will become important, where guidelines for
more basic research in the 8th Framework Programme
are being outlined.

8.4. What should be the focus for
further developments in research?
As it is a small country, Norway cannot be in the forefront in all areas of research. This is also the case in
hydrogen technology. However, a broad research front is
necessary to be in a position to contribute to techno-logy
development and use, and build future Norwegian industry. It is also necessary to educate students in broad
fields of research related to hydrogen in order to be able
to seize the opportunities when they come. The results
of research are seldom predictable. While promising
concepts may prove to be commercially not viable, the
results of basic research may contribute to technology
development and find applications completely outside
the area where it is expected. Therefore, it is beneficial
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European Energy Research Alliance; http://www.eera-set.eu/

for innovation and value creation that broad, fundamental research is stimulated in areas related to hydrogen.
Developments in recent years indicate that hydrogen
technology will gradually be phased into the energy
system, and this should also have consequences for Norwegian priorities in research and development. Norway
currently has a high level of expertise in electrolysis,
hydrogen storage materials and high pressure tanks,
fuel cells, and separation membranes. There is good
reason to maintain these activities with the advantages
they provide where they coincide with the industry's
interests domestically or abroad. Activities in system
integration and testing should also be maintained, as
this represents a natural step in the process where certain technologies are taken from the laboratory toward
new commercial products.
Norwegian companies have been active in the
establishment of hydrogen refuelling stations between
2006 and 2009 mainly with Hydro and Statoil in the
lead. The authorities have supported the development
of these projects with significant levels of funding. However, following Statoil's pull-out from this research and
development in refuelling station technology has been
discontinued. It is therefore important that researchbased development of hydrogen technology is supported
so that it can be the foundation for industrial development in this sector, which will also provide new jobs.
Knowledge about safety issues regarding hydrogen
as a fuel in the transport sector should be expanded
toward 2015 when the first commercial hydrogen vehicles will be introduced, and the distribution- and filling
station network will develop further.
All in all, neither Norway nor the EU (see Sect. 8.3)
are currently focusing on basic research or the education
that is required so that hydrogen can make the expected
breakthrough and gain acceptance in the future energy
system. The Hydrogen Council recommends that national
R&D funding is channelled along the following axes:

››
››
››

Support for basic research in areas with particularly
high levels of expertise nationally, in order to contribute to innovation, based on unique new knowledge.
Support for more applied research projects where
Norwegian research groups are collaborating with
national industry players elsewhere.
National co-financing of Norwegian R&D actors that
are able to attract R&D projects funded by the EU
in cooperation with international industry in areas
where Norwegian industrial actors are not involved.
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9. Recommended actions, activities and 		
measures in the period 2012–2015
In this chapter the Norwegian Hydrogen Council
presents a number of actions, activities and measures
which form the basis for a comprehensive, national
initiative for implementation of hydrogen as an energy
carrier. The total costs for the realization of the recommendations in this chapter add up to EUR 200 million
over the four years from 2012 until 2015. Of this close
to EUR 70 million are suggested channeled through the
governmental body Transnova. The Hydrogen Council
would like to emphasize that hydrogen should be seen
as one of several solutions that will contribute to reducing emissions from transportation, and, hence; several
of the recommendations will have positive impacts also
for other alternative transportation solutions such as
biofuels and battery electric vehicles.

9.1. Business development for
increased value creation
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9.1.1 Involve Norwegian SMEs in the
emerging hydrogen technology market
Establishing public-private cooperation is regarded as
an effective tool in the EU to increase value creation.
Such collaborative projects involve industry, research
institutions and government funding agencies. In Norway, some small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)
are active, while the major energy and industrial
companies are taking part in the hydrogen initiative to
a lesser extent. In our neighboring countries Sweden,
Denmark and Finland there is growing activity in a
number of small, new businesses motivated by opportunities for value creation in hydrogen. This is reflected
in the Research Council of Norway's project portfolio,
which in recent years has involved few new SMEs.
Innovation Norway has a special role in assisting these
companies.
The Hydrogen Council recommends that series of
regional workshops be organized, with focus on business development in hydrogen technology, specifically
aimed at SMEs.
The Hydrogen Council further recommends Innovation
Norway to identify and follow up the Research Council
of Norway's Innovation Projects for the Industrial Sector
in hydrogen technology to foster business development.

stakeholders responsible for implementation:
Innovation Norway other relevant stakeholders:
Norwegian Hydrogen Forum62 estimated cost:
600 kNOK/year (for 3 regional workshops, including
planning)
9.1.2 Increase the availability of venture
capital for the creation of new businesses
If Norway is to succeed in developing a hydrogen
industry, it is essential that there is a sound framework
that facilitates the creation of new businesses. It takes
considerable resources to bring research results, new
ideas or concepts forward to a commercial product and
then on to a successful market introduction. Access to
public venture capital (of the order of 30–50%) is crucial
for triggering corresponding private investment. Norway
has many strong actors in materials science and techno
logy at universities and in research institutes, especially in
the area of advanced

and functional materials63. Industry
is, however, scarcely involved, and the potential for using
research results in commercial and industrial development is largely untapped. There are numerous targeted
markets for products based on new materials and
applications related to hydrogen. Although most hydrogen
technologies are not yet competitive, producing materials
and components can be economically viable because the
prices of the products in the pre-commercial/demo phase
are very high. Direct subsidies in an early phase are thus
decisive for the establishment of new businesses.
The Hydrogen Council recommends that funds are allocated, both in the form of seed capital and direct grants for
the establishment of new businesses in the hydrogen area.
stakeholders responsible for implementation:
Innovation Norway/Ministry of Trade and Industry
other relevant stakeholders: Seed Companies,
Investinor, Investors, Skattefunn estimated cost:
30 million NOK / year. Return on investments not
estimated.

9.2. Research and development,
network and infrastructure
9.2.1 Strengthen transport research through
extension of Energi21's mandate
The transportation sector accounts for a third of
Norway's greenhouse gas emissions. Norwegian R&D
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Norwegian Hydrogen Forum: www.hydrogen.no
This competence has been thoroughly documented through evaluations of
Norwegian universities, etc.
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institutions have considerable expertise in electrochemistry (battery and fuel cell development) and in
process chemistry related to conversion of biomass to
fuel. There is also significant expertise in social sciences, including research into the practical, economic,
legal and organizational impact of changing the shares
of different means of transportation (public vs. private,
road vs. rail/ship etc.) and introduction of new propulsion technologies. To facilitate the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions from the Norwegian transport
sector, this expertise must be strengthened, focused,
and coordinated on a national level. This will increase
the chances that Norwegian actors can develop sound
solutions as the basis for the establishment of SMEs.
There are already a strategy and programs for research
such as Energi21 and ENERGIX, respectively, and the
Hydrogen Council recommends that transportation
research is included in these.
The Hydrogen Council recommends that the mandate
of Energi21 is extended to include energy for transport,
since biomass and electricity will be utilized directly,
or as a source for the production of environmentally
friendly fuels in the near future, and that research
efforts in transportation technology are strengthened by
the ENERGIX program.
stakeholders responsible for implementation:
Ministry of Transportation, Ministry of Petroleum and
Energy other relevant stakeholders: The Research
Council of Norway, Transnova estimated cost:
100 million NOK/year
9.2.2 Priority areas for Research and Development
Norway's hydrogen research is spread across many
areas, resulting in numerous research groups of subcritical size. This allows Norway to stay updated scientifically in many fields, but constitutes a poor basis for
national value creation and business development. A
better use of resources in this regard would be to focus
efforts in larger and more robust research groups.
The Hydrogen Council recommends that public
funding for research and development should focus on:

››
››
››

Areas where Norwegian institutions already are in
the lead internationally
Areas which are of particular importance to Norway
Areas where there are real economically viable
opportunities for Norwegian industry

On the basis of Norway's inherent conditions, i.e. vast
energy resources, and the national specialized competence profile in hydrogen, these are the Hydrogen
Council's recommendations for research focus areas:
hydrogen production:
Technology for hydrogen production from natural gas
and biogas / biomass.
›› Hydrogen production from renewable sources by
water electrolysis.
›› Separation technology related to more efficient H2
production and use (e.g., membranes).
›› Combined technology (co)-production of hydrogen,
carbon and electricity with CO2 capture and storage.

››

storage and distribution:
›› Storage solutions with the potential to meet targets
for transportation applications.
›› Storage solutions for stationary or transportation
purposes where the industry sees commercial
opportunities in early markets and later commercial
markets.
›› Materials related issues linked to storage and distribution of hydrogen in metals (metal embrittlement)
end use:
›› Combustion of pure hydrogen and hydrogen-rich mixtures with special focus on the combustion process,
energy efficiency, environmental issues and safety.
›› Conversion of hydrogen in fuel cells, focusing on
the development, synthesis and characterization of
materials as well as performance.

››

cross-cutting issues:
System integration for implementation of hydrogen
technology.
›› System modeling and optimization for introduction of
hydrogen in the Norwegian energy system.
›› Measures to increase the utilization of hydrogen, and
assessment of various incentives.
›› Societal, economic and safety-related issues.

››

These recommendations are in line with those provided by
the Research Council of Norway (RCN) through its strategic
SWOT64 process in each area. The Hydrogen Council will
further point out that close cooperation with the national
initiatives on materials and nanotechnology will be important, since many of the challenges faced in the development
of hydrogen technology are related to materials.

64

SWOT – Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats analysis
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The Hydrogen Council recommends that the hydrogen
effort in Norway is focused on larger and more robust
research groups. The Hydrogen Council recommends
that R&D efforts are focused around the areas proposed
in this Action Plan.
stakeholders responsible for implementation:
Program Committees in RCN other relevant stakeholders: Research institutes and Universities estimated cost: 50 million NOK in 2013, rising to about
65 million NOK in 2015
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9.2.3 Implement a national recruitment program
A major national challenge in the field of hydrogen is
availability of qualified personnel at all levels, from basic
and applied research, engineering, to technicians for
system maintenance. Research and academic education is crucial for development of competitive hydrogen
technologies. Recruitment and competence building
require skilled science teachers at all levels of education.
It is therefore vital that Norway succeeds with its science
education programs. To maintain leading international
research in selected fields of hydrogen technologies, it
is also important to provide research-based education
as top tier in this value chain. Recruitment of students in
certain disciplines is crucial to ensure research results of
high international standing in the prioritized focus areas
(Section 8.1).
Key disciplines are:
›› Physics
›› Chemistry
›› Materials Technology
›› Process Technology (including catalysis)
›› Electrochemistry
›› Electronics / Electrical Engineering

The Hydrogen Council recommends the development
and implementation of a national recruitment program,
aimed primarily at bringing universities and college
students into the field of hydrogen.
stakeholders responsible for implementation:
The Research Council of Norway other relevant
stakeholders: Research institutes and universities,
science centers, Industry estimated cost: NOK 
1 million / year (2012–2015)
9.2.4 Increase public knowledge and awareness of
hydrogen
Introduction of hydrogen in the Norwegian energy system will eventually affect the ordinary Norwegians' daily
lives. Popular science communication in order to provide
a minimum of knowledge about hydrogen technology
will be important to reduce skepticism and increase user
acceptance. The recommendation is to identify the level
of knowledge in different social groups (youth, students,
government employees and industry), and quantify how
this develops over time by repeating a survey approximately every three years. The results from the first year
will serve as reference for the later years and will be
used as the basis for the development of appropriate
educational /outreach programs. A similar survey has
been conducted in the USA65.
The Hydrogen Council recommends the initiation of an
investigation as the basis for future efforts to increase
awareness of hydrogen in the population.
stakeholders responsible for implementation:
The Research Council of Norway other relevant
stakeholders: Research Institutes estimated cost:
300 kNOK for each survey.

“Recruitment and competence building require skilled
science teachers at all levels of education. It is therefore vital
that Norway succeeds with its science education programs.”
The Hydrogen Council


65

Some of the information is available at: http://www.hydrogen.energy.gov/pdfs/survey_briefing_presentation.pdf. The methodology of this study can to a large degree be
utilized also for Norway.
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Test driving of hydrogen vehicles in Trondheim in April 2012 coordinated by the EU-project H2MovesScandinavia. The event gathered many
spectators and technology-interested people, and about 150 got the chance to take a ride in one of the five hydrogen vehicles.

9.2.5 Establish a national Research Centre
for hydrogen technology
Major Norwegian industrial companies have significantly
reduced their activities in the field of hydrogen over the
last 5–6 years. Moreover, there are relatively few suppliers of hydrogen technology products in Norway today. In
order to accelerate the Norwegian initiative and trigger
the potential for value creation, it is essential to implement schemes to direct a larger part of the Norwegian
R&D efforts towards prototype development and commercialization. An essential element of this initiative will
be to establish mechanisms to ensure product development based on advanced materials, where research and
industry together aim at creating new businesses.
Centres for Research-based Innovation66 (CRI) can
be a useful tool to strengthen competitiveness in business. The CRI scheme will promote innovation through
investment in long-term research in close collaboration
between research-intensive enterprises and prominent
research groups.
The Hydrogen Council recommends that the Norwegian
research groups collaborate with key industry players
with the goal to implement a broad, national CRI in
hydrogen.
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The funding originates from the Fund for Research and Innovation and potential
grants directly from the Ministries (www.forskningsradet.no).

stakeholders responsible for implementation:
The Research Council of Norway other relevant
stakeholders: Industry, research institutes and universities estimated cost: 15 million NOK / year (over
8 years, from 2013)
9.2.6 Create a network of national test
laboratories for hydrogen technology
In the phase between R&D and demonstration it is
crucial to be able to test systems on a pilot scale. In
the Hydrogen Committee's report (NOU 2004: 11), it is
recommended to establish common test facilities for
Norwegian actors67. To ensure a coordinated national
activity in this area, the existing hydrogen laboratories
should be further developed and linked together in a
national laboratory network. Such a network should
preferably consist of laboratories hosted by the various
research groups and specialized in certain aspects of
hydrogen, and as a whole meet the national need for
such laboratory services. This will contribute to share
the work load and ensure better utilization of resources.
The Research Council of Norway recently supported a
study where recommendations for the coordination of
existing research infrastructure are provided68.

NOU 2004: 11, p 83: Citation translated from Norwegian: “…. evaluate the establishment of a national research oriented test laboratory which can be made available for
the central national research communities.” and that.. ” the central national research
institutions together are responsible for the center.
68
HyPilot, supported by the Research Council of Norway: www.sintef.no/hypilot
67
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The Hydrogen Council recommends that the existing hydrogen laboratories developed and linked in a
national laboratory network for hydrogen technology
stakeholders responsible for implementation:
The Research Council of Norway other relevant
stakeholders: Ministry of Petroleum & Energy, Ministry
of Transport & Communications, industry, research
institutes, universities estimated cost: 10 million NOK /
year in 2013–2018, for investment + operation.
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9.2.7 Fund International Networking
At the present, Norwegian efforts in hydrogen only
account for a minor share of the resources invested
internationally. Norway's R&D efforts must therefore be
targeted and be complementary to what is being done
in other countries. Norwegian research communities
have a relatively greater need and benefit from participating in international networks (IEA, EU technology
platforms, IPHE, EHA, bilateral research agreements,
etc.) than research groups in large nations. The provision of funds to cover the costs of networking and participation in such forums will thus have a positive effect
for Norwegian stakeholders. Some support for networking is already available, but there will be a need for an
increase in the area, so that more science communities
can draw on international cooperation, through increasing their skills and position themselves better in, for
example, the 8th Framework Programme. Nations such
as Germany, the USA, Japan and Canada are particularly interesting for such cooperation. The aim of such
networking is that this will provide real and positive
consequences for the Norwegian hydrogen initiative. It
is therefore essential that those who receive funding for
networking and participation in international forums
act as national representatives and ambassadors for all
Norwegian research groups by regular reporting and
broad dissemination of opportunities for Norwegian
players in industry, research as well as at a government
level.
The Hydrogen Council recommends that resources
are made available to ensure that Norwegian research
groups can participate actively in international networks.
stakeholders responsible for implementation:
The Research Council of Norway other relevant
stakeholders: Research institutes and Universities
estimated cost: 3.5 million NOK/year

9.2.8 Create a permanent program for
top-financing of EU projects
The bulk of the EU projects in hydrogen with Norwegian
participation are now supported by the Fuel Cells and
Hydrogen Joint Undertaking (FCH JU) -program. The
funding level for Norwegian research institutions for
projects in the program is 30–45%. With very low base
funding (5–6%) for Norwegian research institutes there
is a need for additional funding from the Research Council of Norway to enable their participation in the FCH JU
projects. Top-up funding from the Research Council of up
to 75% has been given for the years 2008–2013 through
a temporary arrangement. There is a need to establish
a permanent mechanism (program) for top financing of
the FCH JU projects to ensure that Norwegian research
groups can take part in the FCH JU projects.
The Hydrogen Council recommends the establishment of a
permanent program for national top financing of EU projects within the programs with less than 75% financing.
stakeholders responsible for implementation:
Ministry of Education and Research, The Research
Council of Norway other relevant parties: Ministry
of Petroleum & Energy, Ministry of Transport & Communications, Ministry of Trade and Industry estimated cost:
Cost depends on the extent of the EU projects.
9.2.9 National Centre for pilot
testing of hydrogen technology
In addition to strengthening and coordinating existing
test facilities it is desirable that a separate center for
pilot testing of particularly promising concepts is established. In this way, the pathway from research results to
prototypes is streamlined. Such a center should serve
smaller technology companies that need testing on a
relatively large scale by renting space and having access
to services related to such testing. The center will belong
to the national network and can be advantageously
linked to a major national demonstration plant.
The Hydrogen Council recommends establishing a center
for pilot testing of particularly promising concepts.
Stakeholders responsible for implementation:
Industry (Public/Private 50/50%) Other relevant
parties: Ministry of Petroleum & Energy, Ministry of
Transportation, Research Council of Norway, Research
institutes, Universities Estimated cost: 10 million NOK
in 2013, 20 million NOK in 2014, primarily investments
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9.3. National facilitation
9.3.1 Establish incentives to realize the
operation of hydrogen stations
A major challenges related to the establishment of
refueling infrastructure for hydrogen vehicles is that
the operating costs are very high compared to revenues
in the introductory phase due to low sales volume of
hydrogen. For the private sector to engage in the operation of hydrogen refueling stations, incentives must be
established during 2013, and last until the hydrogen
market has reached a critical volume at which stations
are commercially viable. Examples of incentives are
concessions to operate hydrogen fueling stations in certain areas, establish green certificates for zero-emission
fuels, direct operational support, a “feed-in” tariff for
sale of hydrogen and/or setting a requirement for the
supply of a certain percentage of zero-emission fuel at
petrol stations.
The Hydrogen Council recommends implementation of
predictable framework conditions to realize operation
of hydrogen refueling stations until they are commercially viable.
stakeholders responsible for implementation:
Ministry of Transport, Ministry of Finance other relevant stakeholders: Transnova estimated cost:
Depending on which incentives are introduced.
9.3.2 Strengthen Transnova
In the Hydrogen Council's first Action Plan for the period
2007–2010, one of the key recommendations was to
establish of the governmental body Transnova. Since its
establishment in spring 2009, Transnova has provided
financial support to projects that contribute to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions and improve air quality from
transport, by supporting projects in bio fuels, battery
technology and recharging infrastructure, hydrogen
technology and hydrogen infrastructure, transition to
less polluting forms of transport as well as measures to
reduce the transport needs. Transnova is thus a central
agency for the implementation of a series of recommendations outlined in this Action Plan. The budget for
Transnova is very low in relation to the challenges faced
with respect to the introduction of zero-and low-emission
vehicles. These challenges are as severe as those handled
by the other, similar governmental agencies Enova and
Gassnova, and Transnova's budget should reflect this.

The Hydrogen Council recommends to strengthen
Transnova by increasing their budget to a level reflecting the challenges that Transnova has been set out to
address, financed through a gradual increase in the
fuel tax.
stakeholders responsible for implementation:
Ministry of Transport, Ministry of Finance other relevant stakeholders: Transnova estimated cost:
150 million NOK in 2013 increasing to 500 million NOK
in 2015.
9.3.3 Support the establishment and operation of
hydrogen infrastructure
Until the number of hydrogen vehicles on Norwegian
roads reaches a critical level, there is a need for support
for the planning, construction and operation of hydrogen
infrastructure. Transnova allocates funds for these activities within their existing mandate, and the Hydrogen
Council underlines that it is of great importance that the
support is maintained and strengthened in the years to
come. Public funding is crucial as there are currently few
Norwegian industrial companies that are ready to take
on this cost. Support should be given until the hydrogen
market has achieved critical volume and the stations are
commercially viable.
The Hydrogen Council recommends that funding is
granted for the planning, construction and operation of
hydrogen infrastructure until hydrogen supply is commercially viable.
stakeholders responsible for implementation:
Transnova other relevant stakeholders: Energyand oil companies estimated cost: 20 million NOK in
2013, increasing toward 2015
9.3.4 Assess the potential for large-scale export of
sustainable hydrogen from Norway
Hydrogen is expected to become a key energy carrier in
the future. Norway is currently a major energy exporter
based on limited fossil resources. However, Norway has
abundant unexploited renewable energy resources, which
can be utilized to produce sustainable hydrogen. The
expertise that has been built up in the petroleum- and
renewable energy sector gives Norway an advantage in
producing and handling large amounts of hydrogen. Norway is thus in a position to become a major international
supplier of hydrogen for energy, far beyond its borders.
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The NorWays69 project, completed in May 2009, reports
on energy sources and distribution options for exporting hydrogen to Europe. It is concluded that hydrogen
export to Europe may be commercially viable in a
2030-perspective. Based on this the Hydrogen Council
recommends the preparation of an official Norwegian
Public Report (NOU) to further evaluate the potential
for large-scale export of sustainable hydrogen based on
Norwegian energy resources with respect to:

››
››
››
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How the national infrastructure can best be built
up incrementally in line with a growing demand for
hydrogen in Norway and Europe.
Synergies between new natural gas distribution networks and future hydrogen distribution and possibly
also CO2 distribution.
The implications of the introduction of new, renewable energy (wind) to cover increased electricity
demand, as part of an overall national plan.

The Hydrogen Council recommends the preparation of
an official Norwegian Public Report (NOU) aimed to
evaluate the potential for large-scale export of sustainable hydrogen based on the Norwegian energy resources.
stakeholders responsible for implementation:
Ministry of Petroleum and Energy other relevant
stakeholders: Energy companies, oil companies and
power utilities estimated cost: 5 million NOK
9.3.5 Formulate a national plan for fuel
supply for future vehicles
The EU target of 60% reduction in greenhouse gas
emissions from a growing transport sector over the next
40 years requires careful planning to start implementing the measures early enough. The transition, as
described in detail in Chapter 1, will include hybridization of vehicles with internal combustion engines, the
introduction of biofuels and a growing share of batteryand fuel cell electric vehicles. The transition to these
three types of energy carriers (electricity, hydrogen
and biofuels) will require a shift in the energy system,
with increasing integration between stationary energy
production and transportation. Incentives and measures
for how the development of future energy- and fuel supply will develop must be implemented during the next
few years.

69

”NorWays – providing decision support for introduction of H2 in the Norwegian
energy system (RCN-project 173045/S30) www.ntnu.no/norways

The Hydrogen Council recommends the preparation of
an overall national plan for fuel supply for future vehicles, in order to ensure that Norway reaches national
and international emission targets.
stakeholders responsible for implementation:
Ministry of Petroleum & Energy (by NVE, Statnett and
Gassco) other relevant stakeholders: Transnova,
DSB, RCN, R&D institutions estimated cost: 6 million
NOK
9.3.6 Coordinate national efforts on regulations,
codes and standards
The Hydrogen Council has been explicitly asked to consider establishing an expert group for review of regulations, codes and standards (RCS) related to hydrogen70.
A pilot project aimed to identify national needs in the
RCS area was carried out as recommended in the Action
Plan 2007–2010. Based on the findings, it was recommended to initiate a project to coordinate national RCS
efforts to ensure that international developments in the
standardization area71 do not create barriers for Norwegian players in the hydrogen-related businesses. The
activity shall ensure efficient information dissemination
and improved coordination between Norwegian actors,
and will be especially important for those who aim at
involvement in international demonstration projects or
wish to export hydrogen-related products and services.
The Hydrogen Council recommends the implementation
of a project to coordinate national efforts in regulations,
codes and standards.
stakeholders responsible for implementation:
The Norwegian Maritime Authority, Norwegian Public
Roads Administration other relevant stakeholders:
Standards Norway, DSB, DNV, Scandpower estimated
cost: 500 kNOK / year to the body acting as Norwegian
coordinator
9.3.7 Establish a forum for German-Norwegian
collaboration on hydrogen
Germany is targeting establishment of 1 000 filling
stations by 2020. Norway, through its efforts in the Oslo
region, has also attracted internationally attention for
its hydrogen infrastructure. In the process of establishing hydrogen infrastructure, a number of challenges are
common for the two nations.

70

71

The Hydrogen Council's mandate is described in Appendix 2 The Hydrogen Council's
mandate and members.
There is ongoing standardization work within hydrogen, both on a national and
international level (CEN og ISO) and under the auspices of IEC and UN/ECE which
can be of interest for Norwegian actors.
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The Korean auto manufacturer Hyundai already has four hydrogen vehicles for testing in Norway and Denmark as a part of the H2MovesScandinavia project (http://www.scandinavianhydrogen.org/h2moves). Hyundai ix35 with PEM fuel cells has a range of 525 kilometers, which was sufficient
for the environmental organization ZERO to drive two of these vehicles from Oslo to Monaco in April 2012 using existing European hydrogen
infrastructure.

A formal collaboration with Germany, initiated at the
political level, fostering cooperation and exchange
of experience will give Norwegian industry increased
opportunities for value creation. R&D cooperation can
be advantageously included, as this will strengthen
Norwegian actors’ potential for innovation. The cooperation should also cover safety and socio-economic related
aspects such as user acceptance. Moreover, Norway has
vast energy resources which could form the basis for the
production and export hydrogen to Europe.
The Hydrogen Council recommends the establishment
of a forum for German-Norwegian collaboration for the
mutual benefit of industry and demonstration as well as
R&D activities related to hydrogen.
stakeholders responsible for implementation:
Ministry of Transportation, Ministry of Petroleum- and
Energy, and the Norwegian-German Chamber of Commerce. other relevant stakeholders: Industry
Players, R&D organizations estimated cost: 500 kNOK
per year

9.4. Effective measures for early
introduction of hydrogen vehicles
9.4.1 Maintaining incentives for effective
introduction of zero emission vehicles
Passenger vehicles are heavily taxed in Norway. The
level of taxation depends on emissions, the power output of the engine, and vehicle weight. However today,
FCEVs like BEVs enjoy exemption from purchase tax and
VAT (25%), pay only 1/10th of standard annual road
tax, have access to public transport lanes, free public
parking, toll roads as well as ferries, and 50 percent
discount in company car taxation. These measures are
necessary both in the demonstration phase until 2015,
and in the early market introduction phase until 2020.
Incentives can be scaled down as volumes rise and the
prices of such vehicles decrease, provided the vehicles’
competitiveness is maintained. A predictable regulatory framework is essential for both car importers and
customers. For the successful introduction of hydrogen
vehicles, today's effective measures should be complemented with exemption from VAT on car leasing, so that
leasing is put on a par with purchasing.
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The Hydrogen Council recommends that the existing
incentives for zero-emission vehicles are maintained
until there are 50 000 BEVs and 50 000 FCEVs in
Norway, or until the vehicles are competitive with other
technologies. Leasing must be equalized with purchase.
stakeholders responsible for implementation:
Ministry of Finance, Ministry of Transport other relevant stakeholders: Transnova estimated cost:
No direct costs. Loss/Redistribution of tax revenue.
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9.4.2 Require a proportion of zero-emission
vehicles in public procurement of vehicles and
transport services
The Hydrogen Council recommends that efforts are
initiated to formulate a set of effective measures to
ensure the early introduction of zero-emission vehicles
in Norway, based on experience from the purchase of
gas- and biofuel buses and gas ferries used in the road
system in the western part of Norway. Measures could
include requirements for state and municipal fleets, tenders and licenses for the zero emission options, demand
for zero emission vehicles in selected geographic areas,
company car taxation, guidance and information.
The Hydrogen Council recommends that requirements
for proportion of zero-emission vehicles are set for
state, county and municipal procurement of vehicles
and transport services, in order to facilitate and accelerate the introduction of zero-emission vehicles.
stakeholders responsible for implementation:
Ministry of Transport other relevant stakeholders:
Norwegian Public Roads Administration, The Institute of
Transport Economics, counties, municipalities, Agency
for Public Management and Government estimated
cost: More expensive purchases, probably less costly
operation and maintenance of vehicles.
9.4.3 Inform and coordinate
procurement of hydrogen vehicles
Availability of various types of hydrogen vehicles is
essential for a high level of utilization of the existing
hydrogen infrastructure in Norway. Through the HyNor
project various vehicle suppliers have systematically
been addressed in recent years. In 2011, a memorandum
of understanding was signed between the participants
in SHHP, Iceland and the car manufacturer Hyundai-Kia

for the supply of FCEVs from 2011 to 2015 to the Nordic
countries. It is advantageous that Norwegian actors
coordinate their purchases, both to ensure access to
vehicles and to reduce the costs. The Hydrogen Council
recommends the facilitation for coordinated purchases
of hydrogen vehicles until 2015. Procurements can
advantageously be expanded to include partners outside
Norway. Concurrently, an organization with a mission to
inform and influence vehicle fleet owners to adopt the
new technology should be established. “Grønn bil” has a
similar role for BEVs, and could potentially also provide
the same information work on hydrogen.
The Hydrogen Council recommends the establishment
of an information service (e.g., “The Information Office
for Zero Emission Vehicles”), to strengthen efforts for
coordinated purchases of hydrogen vehicles.
stakeholders responsible for implementation:
Transnova and relevant car importers other relevant
stakeholders: HyNor or “Grønn bil” estimated cost:
2 million NOK/year for the operation of the information
service.
9.4.4 Provide support for the
purchase of the first hydrogen cars
Until 2015, FCEVs will be relatively expensive and access
is limited for the use in demonstration projects. Even
after 2015, when production volumes are expected to
increase, it is likely that FCEVs have a higher price than
conventional and hybrid vehicles, and it is possible
that tax exemption alone is not sufficient to compensate for the extra cost. One measure that would mark
Norway as an early market and allow for better use of
the existing infrastructure, is that FCEVs in this period
are subsidized to become competitive with equivalent
conventional petrol and diesel vehicles. The support can
be reduced incrementally each year, or as the number
of vehicles increases, but it is essential that the subsidy
scheme is predictable. The support should be managed
by Transnova and can be targeted to specific fleets as
FCEVs become available.
The Hydrogen Council recommends that the Government
establishes support schemes for the purchase of hydrogen vehicles to the Norwegian demonstration activities.
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stakeholders responsible for implementation:
Transnova other relevant stakeholders: Ministry
of Transport, Ministry of Finance, Buyers of FCEVs estimated cost: 50% of additional costs compared to an
equivalent conventional car.
9.4.5 Strengthen the focus on hydrogen
for urban fleet vehicles
For fleet applications such as buses and taxis an courier
services with high annual mileage, the effect on emissions of switching to zero-emission fuel is highest per
vehicle introduced. These types of vehicles use more fuel
than vehicles for the private consumer market, which
increases the turnover for the hydrogen stations. This
will stimulate the potential infrastructure developers
and investors. Moreover, these vehicles have predictable driving patterns and stay within a region, and will
therefore not suffer from an infrastructure that is not
being fully developed at an early stage. The introduction of hydrogen as fuel for these types of vehicles will
also contribute to faster improvement of the local air
quality, and can as such act as a direct health measure.
Buses and public and state fleet vehicles are subject to
public authorities’ decisions, and are therefore easier
to replace by hydrogen vehicles than those of private
customers. Transnova can establish separate support
programs for the introduction of hydrogen for such
applications.
The Hydrogen Council recommends that Transnova creates a program that provides support for the procurement of large fleets of hydrogen vehicles.
stakeholders responsible for implementation:
Transnova, local city councils, counties other relevant
stakeholders: Ministry of Transport, Local bus operators, post offices, taxi companies, logistics companies,
airports, ports estimated cost: Will vary according to
the level of ambition.

9.5. National lighthouse projects
9.5.1 Pilot project for hydrogen production
at power plants with CCS
In order for large-scale hydrogen production based on
natural gas to be environmentally benign, CO2 must be
separated and stored. Gas power plants and hydrogen

production with carbon capture and storage (CCS) will
require infrastructure for both natural gas and CO2.
Related to Technology Centre Mongstad (TCM), which
is the largest center for the testing and improvement of
technologies for CO2 capture in the world, the conditions
are favorable for the location of projects which aim to
further develop and scale-up technology for hydrogen
production. The co-location of these processes can be
advantageous in terms of reducing total investment
costs as a result of common CO2 compression, distribution and storage. In relation to “post-combustion”
solutions72, which are currently the preferred technology
for cleaning existing coal-fired power plants, such a
co-location will be beneficial primarily in relation to the
infrastructure for CO2. However, for “pre-combustion”
solutions73, one can extract hydrogen directly from the
process.
The Hydrogen Council recommends that co-location of
pilot projects for hydrogen production with CO2-free
power production is considered when such projects are
proposed.
stakeholders responsible for implementation:
Gassnova, Industrial Companies other relevant
parties: Norwegian Petroleum Directorate Ministry of
Petroleum and Energy Norwegian Water Resources and
Energy Directorate estimated cost: Modest, becomes
part of the assessment
9.5.2 National project to demonstrate
fuel cells for ship propulsion
In December 2009, a fuel cell auxiliary power system in
the supply vessel Viking Lady was commissioned and
demonstrated during the COP15 Climate Conference in
Copenhagen in line with the recommendations given
by the Hydrogen Council in the first Action Plan. The
project, called Fellowship, was the result of collaboration
between Eidesvik, Det Norske Veritas and Wärtsilä. In
addition to ships used in industry, the car ferries operating along the Norwegian coast represent a major source
of emissions, and the introduction of fuel cells may cut
emissions.
The Hydrogen Council recommends the initiation of a
national project to demonstrate the use of fuel cells for
ship propulsion.

72

73

Post-combustion solutions involve the separation of CO2 from the flue gas. Also
known as “end-of-pipe solution”.
Pre-combustion solutions involve the separation of CO2 from the fuel before combustion takes place and that hydrogen subsequently is converted to electricity in the
plant. A pre-combustion plant is in many ways a hydrogen factory, where one uses
the hydrogen for producing electricity.
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stakeholders responsible for implementation:
Shipping companies (e.g., Eidesvik) Stakeholders with
expertise in system integration. other relevant
parties: Climate and Pollution Agency, (NOX fund),
Transnova, Ministry of Trade & Industry estimated
cost: 30 million NOK / year (public support), plus
30 million NOK / year from industry.
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9.5.3 Demonstration of a “green harbors”
Norway is a major shipping nation, and has many
harbors. When ships are in port, they currently use their
on board diesel generators to produce electricity. An
average cruise ship consumes around 3000 liters of
diesel per hour when it is docked74. One way to overcome
this challenge is to connect ships to shore power directly
from the grid, but this often requires investments in
upgrading the local power grid. Efforts to implement systems that limit the environmental impact of ships in port
areas are initiated and it has been decided to develop
solutions for shore power in Oslo. In Hamburg harbor
there will be specific limits on emissions. Several major
projects in Germany are developing new concepts, both
for the port and onboard ships.
The Hydrogen Council therefore recommends that
the Norwegian governmental bodies in collaboration
with relevant maritime competence prepare and publish
an overview of greenhouse gas emissions and air pollution from the Norwegian port activities. Feasibility
studies of possible climate-friendly solutions for ships
and Norwegian ports could facilitate the replacement of
existing technologies with low emission solutions. It is
possible that hydrogen based solutions may be particularly suitable in smaller cities with major ports and a
limited supply of electricity, for example Larvik, Kristiansand, and Drammen, and generally in ports hosting large
cruise ships. It is therefore recommended that funding is
set aside for feasibility studies and the demonstration of
hydrogen and fuel cells in Norwegian ports. If hydrogen
is made available, it can also be used as clean fuel for
vehicles associated with the ports.
The Hydrogen Council recommends that the feasibility of
the use of hydrogen in a “green harbor” is launched and
a demonstration project is funded.
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http://www.elektronett.no/default.asp?menu=2&id=534

stakeholders responsible for implementation:
Transnova other relevant actors: Port actors, shipping companies, energy companies estimated cost:
40 million NOK
9.5.4 Demonstrate grid balancing with
hydrogen and fuel cells
Large-scale exploitation of intermittent wind and solar
energy requires measures to balance the grid, either
by varying electricity production elsewhere or leveling
out the production locally. This is particularly relevant
for countries with a considerable share of fluctuating
renewable energy. Grid balancing is already becoming
a highly relevant topic in Denmark, Germany and Spain
as the share of renewable energy in power production
is increasing significantly. In Norway, there is plenty of
capacity to vary hydro-power production in order to balance the grid, and use pumped hydro resources to store
excess energy from e.g., wind parks. However, there
are regions with abundant wind power where this is
not as feasible, and large-scale hydrogen production by
electrolysis coupled with large fuel cells could in certain
cases be a viable solution. The hydrogen may additionally and beneficially be utilized as fuel in transportation.
The Hydrogen Council recommends that a Norwegian
lighthouse project to demonstrate fuel production and
local grid balancing using hydrogen from renewable
energy is initiated and executed.
stakeholders responsible for implementation:
Enova, Transnova other relevant stakeholders:
Energy companies, equipment suppliers estimated
cost: 50 million NOK
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Appendix 1
Progress since the Hydrogen Council's first action plan
Part 1 Follow-up of the Hydrogen Council's first
Action Plan (2007–2010)
It is gratifying to see that some of the recommendations
provided in the first action plan have been followed up
and implemented. This includes the equality of FCEVs
with BEVs with regard to the tax incentive schemes.
The environmental organization ZERO has been pivotal
with regard to implementing this. The recommendation
to establish Transnova immediately received political
attention and was followed up through the Climate
Agreement. Transnova has led to increased public support for alternative fuels and more efficient propulsion
technology. This body has also been assessed externally
with recommendations for continuation75 and has now
been established as a permanent organ. Substantial
public support has also been given to the demonstration
of fuel cells in ships, which was one of the proposals
for national lighthouse projects in the first action plan.
The supply ship Viking Lady was used as a demonstrator with fuel cells for auxiliary power during the United
Nations Climate Change Conference in Copenhagen in
December 2009 (COP15).
On the other hand, many actions were not implemented. The fact that our three previous major industry
players in hydrogen have reduced their activities in this
area significantly may have contributed to this. This has
in turn had a markedly negative influence on hydrogen
research as most research projects are dependent on
industry participants to finance a certain share of the
projects. Norwegian research institutes’ participation in
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EU projects has also been challenging, due to their low
level of basic funding compared with similar European
institutions. The Research Council of Norway has,
however, through their RENERGI-program so far provided top-financing (up to 75%) for projects in the FCH
JU-program until 2013, and this has made it possible
for institutes to participate. A permanent program for
such top-financing is highly recommended to reduce the
uncertainty between the research institutes, which currently have to take the risk of becoming a partner, and
then, when the European contract is signed, must apply
for national top-financing from year to year.

Part 2 Public support for Hydrogen in recent years
Public support for hydrogen has increased slightly since
2007, as show in Figure 11 (right), and it is especially in
demonstration activities that the bulk of the increase in
support has been channeled. In 2010, the total public
support dipped due to large demonstration projects
initiated in 2009 and 2011 (refueling stations). The
Research Council's grants from the Ministry of Transport
and Communications for demonstration projects where
during 2009 transferred to Transnova in alignment with
the Hydrogen Council's recommendations.

Proposals in the Action Plan 2007-2010
Million NOK

Figure 11: The Hydrogen
Council's suggestions to
step up the public support
for hydrogen for the period
2007 – 2020 (left), and
the actual development
in support from 2007 to
2011 (right). The support to
demonstration projects has
increased, while the support for R&D varies greatly
from year to year, and had
roughly the same level in
2011 as in 2007.
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Testing under harsh Nordic climate conditions is one of the car industry's important reasons to test FCEVs in Norway. Here is a Hyundai ix35 which
has proven to function very well at low temperatures. Photo: Bjørn Simonsen
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Appendix 2
The Hydrogen Council's mandate and members
The Hydrogen Council is part of the strategy for the
efforts in hydrogen as an energy carrier for transportation and stationary energy, which the Ministry of
Petroleum and Energy and the Ministry of Transport
presented on 26 August 2005.
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The Hydrogen Council's mandate is:
The Council shall act as an advisory committee to provide
strategic input to the priorities and future initiatives within
hydrogen. This shall be of technological, market and social
issues related to activities within the hydrogen platform of
the hydrogen strategy, but also in relation to other activities within the strategy, but not as part of the platform,
for example in relation to safety, standards and regulations, etc.. The Council will thus contribute to connect the
activities within the hydrogen platform with the activities
and initiatives that are beyond the platform. The recipients
of the advice will be governments, the various programs’
decision-making bodies, and the platform's secretariat and
administration.
The Council shall, with assistance from the Secretariat
and in cooperation with the platform's management,
prepare an overall plan that will form the basis for the work
in the hydrogen platform.
The Council will continue to point out strengths and
weaknesses in today's efforts within hydrogen and give
advice on the further organization of the government policy
instruments.
An assessment of the production and use of hydrogen
in relation to alternative energy solutions shall be made.
Further, the establishment of an expert panel to review
possible safety standards and regulations related to hydrogen shall be evaluated.
The Council shall have no decision-making authority
for the allocation of funds for projects.
The Council will meet 2–4 times a year.
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